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[ST13, SU15, Sch01, Sch96, SdM00, ST14, Sim11, S098, SZ98, TY12, Teb07, TWB03, Tor97, WB05a, WB05b, Wal08, WSS11, Wri05, YY95, YF00, Yin99, Zas10, ZW12a, ZC10, ZM96, dF09, BQP95, BKT90, Boy95, CGST93, EM91, GN92, GHS95, Gu94, Ius91, Kan96, KS10, Kup96, L93a, LT92, Mon98, Pow95, SZ92, Tor91, Tse91, Tse92,
Convex [AH\textsuperscript{+}13, AB12, And00, Ans98, AGJ00, AFGG11, APR14, ACC93, AT06, Bec15, BTZ97, BPT97, BOT06, BY11, BP05, BCU00, BM14, BMR00, BDM09, BCW08, BLY14, BHI4b, BCGH08, Cal10, CG08, CKLP07, Cha02, CM11, CL14, CC02, CGST96b, CH13, DSS09, Den97, DLW99, DGN12, DSD12, DSN13, DR96, DK10, EZ10, EL09, FNL10, FLY11, FGO14, FH14, FB00, FY99, FT08, FN09, FQ96, FLT03, GL12, GL14a, GTdS06, GL96, GM12, Gon14, GKR14, Gin14, GWZ15, HLTW14, HNO15, HLZ08, HTY12, HLWY14, HN09, HJ02, Hu07, IY09, IS02a, JL03, JL10, JST12, Kiw97, Kiw04, Kiw08, KT00, KNT10, Kuc08a, LRO05, Lem98, Lew96, LI97, LS97b, LNS00, LNO3, LN05a, LN05b, LN07, LP06b, LNP06, LFLL09, Li09, LN11a, LN14b].

Convex-concave [Nem04].

Convex-valued [GTdS06].

Convexification [FS08].

Convexity [AP14, BR07, DLV10, Fay06, Las09, Lim11, WLZY07, TK96].

Convergent [Ani02, BHG07, CH15, FS05, FQ96, GR14, GKV03, IS02, Las06a, LT02, LSW06, MBW09, PNA09, PS10b, QQ00, SP97, SS00, STY15, Sva02, Tse02, Wat00, WBME14, ZK14, ZL03, ZLI2a, ZCT10, BH14b, CH93b, EW94, LHI3b, MS94, PY93, ZT93].

Conversion [KNP98].

Convexification [FS08].

Convexity [AP14, BR07, DLV10, Fay06, Las09, Lim11, WLZY07, TK96].

Coordinate [AB12, BT14, CP15, DP15, EW94, LI93b, MC94, PY93, ZT93].

Conversion [KNP98].

Convex [AH\textsuperscript{+}13, AB12, And00, Ans98, AGJ00, AFGG11, APR14, ACC93, AT06, Bec15, BTZ97, BPT97, BOT06, BY11, BP05, BCU00, BM14, BMR00, BDM09, BCW08, BLY14, BHI4b, BCGH08, Cal10, CG08, CKLP07, Cha02, CM11, CL14, CC02, CGST96b, CH13, DSS09, Den97, DLW99, DGN12, DSD12, DSN13, DR96, DK10, EZ10, EL09, FNL10, FLY11, FGO14, FH14, FB00, FY99, FT08, FN09, FQ96, FLT03, GL12, GL14a, GTdS06, GL96, GM12b, Gon14, GKR14, Gin14, GWZ15, HLTW14, HNO15, HLZ08, HTY12, HLWY14, HN09, HJ02, Hu07, IY09, IS02a, JMW07, Jey03, JL03, JL10, JST12, Kiw97, Kiw04, Kiw08, KT00, KNT10, Kuc08a, LRO05, Lem98, Lew96, LI97, LS97b, LNS00, LNO3, LN05a, LN05b, LN07, LP06b, LNP06, LFLL09, Li09, LN11a, LN14b].

Convex-concave [Nem04].

Convex-valued [GTdS06].

Convexification [FS08].

Convexity [AP14, BR07, DLV10, Fay06, Las09, Lim11, WLZY07, TK96].

Convexly [CT03].

Corrector [DSD12, Gon99, JPS09, KT14, KSS99, LMT09, LP06b, LM05, Mia96, MT04, PTZ05, SPT08, Sim11, CLMS03, DL91, LMS92, MS94a, Pot96, TZSW96].

Corrector-Predictor [LP06b].

Corrections [ML05].

Corrections [ML05].

Corrections [ML05].

Corrections [ML05].

Corrections [ML05].

Corrections [ML05].

Corrections [ML05].

Corrections [ML05].

Corrections [ML05].
[BLY14, ST13, Yun14].


Descent [Abs05, BT14, BTMN01, CT13, CGT10а, CC02, DL15, DAJJ12, HZ05, LW15, Mur03, NYF11, NL14, Nol98, NLZ10, Pat98, QWY04, RZ01, ST13, Tse99, Yun14, Zhu95]. Design [Bar96, BTN97, BTKNZ99, BRU97, FGM12, GNL11, KJZ98, LLS05, Lau00, PW05, Rag13, RS97, SCRS00, YZ13, BTB93, BTN94, GMS92]. Detection [BCW14, BCN10, Ke99, LP03]. detectors [GK99]. Determinant [DZ07, WST10, YST14]. Determination [TZ10]. Deterministic [AAD09].

Diagonal [GK96, KK92, SK06, ZNW99, GMR91]. Diagonalization [GL08a]. diameter [Ris94]. Different [EF02, Pic13]. differentiability [Jey91, Sha94]. Differentiable [BTT96, FST12, GKR14, Li96, Li97, SW99, ZA14, Luc92, TYF96]. Differential [BCL07, CW14, DR00, HV05, KRT07]. Differentiation [GFr14, MA00, Dix91]. dimension [GHRT98]. Dimensional [BHKM14, BHK+09, JJ15, Lev00, Loc15, Kup96]. Dimensions [HM10, LRW98, LPW12, MN09, Zha94a]. Dini [War96]. Direct [AA06, AF01, AD06, ACD08, AJD08, AILT14, CMVV11, DT91, GV14]. Direction [Bol14, HTY12, IY09, JH14, KSS99, LM05, MS13, Sm11, STY15, TY12, TTT98, dPRT01]. Directional [AAD09, BPS99, KN02, KN04, QWY04, SSK98, Toh00, Mon98]. Discontinuous [MA00, MS06a, AW94]. Discrete [DFR07, FHN09, GHZ99, GW00, IS02a, KP98, KStM01, MN09, Mar05, MO10, Mur03, RV06, RN98, TMHP06, YK104, vdLTY07, And96b, Ra96]. discrete-time
Discretizations [Che01]. Discretized [ZT98, ZT96]. Discrimination [BM94a]. Disjunctions [MR10]. Disjunctive [Gfr14]. Dispersion [HLTW14]. Displacement [BL95]. Disposal [GL10, JJ15]. Distances [dEH01]. Distributions [BCM03, Pfl10, vAH14]. Divergent [RZ01]. Dogleg [ZX99]. Dominance [CS15, DR03, DHR07, DR14, DW15b, GNS08, dMM10, Lue08, OR02, RR08, SXMW13]. Double [DGN12]. Douglas [BH14a]. DQA [BMR94]. Drawings [MW06]. Drops [CGTZ14]. Drum [CU99]. Dual [AH09, And00, BER03, BER04, BF08, BH14a, BCH14, CLO14, Chu09, CP01b, DHL92, DR13, FK00, FG98, Fre03, FKS02, GG03, GLTP98, GOST01, Gre00, Gu00, HIK03, HSW14, JR08, JS00, KR02, LN14b, LS04, LMO06, LSZ08, ML05, MZGS08, MS00, MS03, MT99, NO09, NT98, NS14, OR02, Pan05, PRT02, PS09, Pot08, Qiu08, RDV12, TWF03, Toh00, Tit03, Wir00, YYY3, YTT10, dPRT01, AZ05, GT92, Ius91, Meh92, MTT94, MKT95, Mon98, RV93, Wan11, ZTD92, ZT93, ZR93, Zhu95, Mon97, Zha98a]. Dualities [FLN10]. Duality [AZ09, AT00, Bac15, BE06, BTT96, BM07, BAC11, Com14, Dax09, FLY11, FBM13, FMP14, GF08, Gür10, HLO8b, HY02, IS02a, JLI10, Lem98, LFLL09, RTW97, RR08, SW14, XSLZ11, ACC93, BT96, Tha94]. Dualization [Pen00h]. Duals [BTT96, KKW05]. Dynamic [BG08, BZ08, CBJF97, Ched01, FV07, HNO15, LDf08, MP07, Pu97, SZ14, Wir91]. Dynamical [APR14, BDL07]. Dynamics [GAP08]. Earliness [CKL97]. Economics [vdLTY06]. Economies [JJ15]. Edge [Fle98, ZSY10]. Effect [ABT00]. Effective [HCH12, Wu96, Lant94]. Effectively [dLTP98]. Effects [Wri01]. Efficiency [Kiw97, Nes12, Qiu08]. Efficient [BER03, BF08, BR08, CCFP05, GL10, HZ05, HNO15, HKK11, LT01, LPV05, Pyt98, Roto9, SK06, SKC12, Win08, XS99, XY97, XY00, ZY14, dBdH07, And96a, WZ95, YG91]. Eigenfrequency [SKL09a]. Eigenvalue [Ans00, ANP08, Nol98, Ous99, SF95, SW95]. Eigenvalues [AK08, GNO04, Ove92]. Elkend [LN11b]. El-Alem [EA09]. Elastic [Ani05a, Ani05b, CO12a, Sta99]. Electric [PMDL10]. Electrical [SDGM99]. Electronic [SDGM99]. Elements [SV07, ZT92]. Elimination [AY08]. Ellipsoid [BHS15, Dai06, FV99, Yil06, ZG03]. Ellipsoidals [BDPP14, Gür10, HP09]. Ellipsoidoids [Ans02, LH02, LH04, Yil06]. Elastic [CHW12, CK99, HS11, HR12, RT06, Voi08]. Elliptope [dCST15]. Embedded [GHW08]. Embedding [BQX15, HLO8c]. Emission [JS00]. Enclosing [AY08, Yil08]. Energy [Wu96, vAS14]. Engineering [SDGM99]. Enhanced [BOT06, GY14, KS10]. Entropic [LCX14]. Entropy [BMC03, SW07, BL91, BL93, BH95, DHLN92, PY93]. Envelope [JMW08, Wir00]. Envelopes [Loc15]. Epi [BH14b, MS03, BD02]. Epi-convergence [BH14b]. Epi-Derivatives [MS03]. Epi-pointed [BD02]. Epiconvergence [CT03]. Epiderivatives [FB03, KM09]. Equalities [DEAW99, Zoa03]. Equality [BT04, BG08, BCN08, CGST96a, CNW10, DV97, DEAM97, DF503, DK10, FS06, HR14a, LNP98, LY11, MX06, WJ00, GIl97]. Equality-Constrained [DV97]. Equation [CT13, YLQ03]. Equations [BW02, CNQ97, FP97, GLT04, HV05, IS02c,
LRX14, MP99, Pen00b, QY14, SH97, SSQ04, Ulb01, Ulb03, ZK15, ZN07b, ZN10, Dan93, DMZ94, O’L95, PQ93, Pan94, Q95, YG91.
Equilibria [DJS13, HF14, KS12, Pot12].
Equilibrium [CSW15, DFNS05, FK10, FLRS06, FB00, FP98, Gfr14, GLYZ14, HS11, KS10, LX14, SU10, XY10, DFKS11, JSC95].
Equivalence [TYF96].
Equivalent [Las02, Mat05].
Ergodic [DAJJ12, MS10].
Erratum [ACD08, FT07, Ger11, Kea11, MZ00, ZT98, dKPS09a].
Error [BLG13, CHW12, Den97, HS06, Hu07, HLN04, KS05b, KNS11, KNT10, KS05b, Li97, LN09, Li10, LM04, LT92, LT93, Mar05, NZ01, NY02, NY05, NT08, NGA15, RVdVH15, Son06, Stu00, Wri98, Wyn01, Wyn03, Yan09, Zha00, ZN05, ZW12b, dKL10, LL94].
Errors [BT00b, Zas10].
Essentially [BM98a, BM98b, TZ10].
Estimates [CCH05, CK99, KS05b, Mar05, ZUA03, BL91, BL93].
Estimating [AAZ15, CSW15, MP10].
Estimation [BH03, GHZ99, HCH12, HH96a, PW05, MN93].
Estimator [LS98a].
Euclidean [And96a, BQX15, BCGH08, CBJF97, DPW15, LT92, Mar94, MBW09, QZ00, RSS14, XY97].
Euler [BCL07].
Evaluation [AM94, CTG11, CTG14].
Evaluations [AF01, AILT14, Pic13, PW06, SOT09].
Evolution [Mor07].
Exact [BDPP14, BCWW15, CG08, FS12, FT08, FSG12, GYZ14, HY02, HNO3, KS10, MY10, RQMG12, RK03, Sch12, SLWY15, SXMW13, YZZ97, Zas05, Zas13, ZA14, Lju96, Luc92, PZ94].
Exactness [DL01, SL14].
Excess [ST03].
Excessive [Nes05].
Exchange [HW10, OPH12, ZWL10].
Execution [MCL10].
Existence [CGT12, FB00, HF14, KP98, KT08, KRT97, Sha94, SSK98, Wan95, Zas00, BL93, Ver96, ZT92].
Expansion [BC09].
Expected [CT12, DR13].
Expensive [BLG13].
GST05, GLR14, LY11, MU14, RKG08, SS05, WB05a, WB05b, FLT02.

Filter-Trust-Region [GST05]. Filtering [CK00, LLD+02, GK95a]. Finance [KB08].

Finding [AO06, BCH14, DV14, EGG09, GL10, KL97, Luk08]. fine [Zen91].

fine-grain [Zen91]. Finely [ZT98, ZT96].

Finite [BER03, CP01b, FG04a, GP04, Gu00, GVJ06, HMN10, Lev00, LLS06, MNP96, MNP98, PK09, SV07, Wri01, BL93, MN93, Zha94a].

Finite-Dimensional [Lev00]. Finite-Precision [CP01b, Wri01]. Finitely [AKS00, Sab11, ZK14]. Firmly [KL97, KT08, Tse92].

First [AI11, AI12, BT12, CGT12, CB14, CS15, CSV09, DHR07, Grf11, GL14b, GNS08, HS11, HN04, LS13, SLWY15, Wal08, WY03].

First-Order [CSV09, GL14b, HN04]. First-Order [AI11, AI12, CGT12, CB14, CS15, GNS08, HS11, SLWY15, Wal08, WY03].

Fischer [BPC11]. Fitting [BPT97, FG04b, McB98, Vil05, Bon97, RV93].

Flow [BPT97, FG04b, McBo09, Vi10, Bon97, RV93]. Flows [BC09, Cas00, FHKM06, KS05a].

Follower [HF14]. Following [DNSD13, Fay96, HK90, HSW14, HY96, LT10b, Lio08, LMO06, LSZ98, Mon97, Sim11, TDKC14, Tse97b, ZL02, AZ05, AB95, Ans96, Gon91b, Gon91a, HK06, NN91b, SG94, Zha96, dRV92]. Food [KS00]. Forest [Rot09]. Form [FV99]. Forms [ZVP06].

formula [Luc95]. Formulae [vAH14, Fle91]. formulation [CDF+94]. Formulations [ASZ08, BV10, GACD14, Lu14, Luc08, RR08].

Fortified [Tse99]. Fortified-Descent [Tse99]. Forward [ACP11a, APR14, VSBV14, CR97].

Forward-Backward [ACP11a, APR14, VSBV14]. Foundations [DR13]. FPTAS [HNO15]. Fractional [GL08a, Jan06]. Frames [PC03].

Framework [Aus99, BT12, BY11, FFK00, FH14, GL12, ND10, Pat98, AW93, FKM00].

Frameworks [IK14]. Free [AB12, AB08, AO06, AJ09, BTKNZ99, BLG13, BFM014, CGT12, CW06, CSV09, CNW10, FLR14, GPR02, GL10, HR14a, JJ15, KT14, LLS06, LLO9, LSS10, LS02, MW09, Q00, RSS00, hRK14, ST10, SN07, SKL09a, SKL09b, WS11, ZCS10].

Frequencies [BBF+04]. Friction [BHK002, BHK+09, Sta04, GK95b].

Frictional [KP98]. Frictionless [TP02]. Fritz [BOT06, KS10]. Fromovitz [GVJS10].

Front [MGGS09]. Fulkerson [Che05]. Full [MRS14, MN14, MOS14, Roo06, Roo15].

Full-Newton [Roo06, Roo15]. Fully [MARS10]. Function [AF01, AILT14, BDMS09, CGT11, CL96b, DL01, FS97, GV14, GLYZ14, HK06, HK09, HN03, JPT13, Kau99, KT14, LSW06, LY11, LL09, MST11, Ous99, PTZ05, PW06, SS05, Sch08, Sor97, SW99, SXW13, TF96, U1b03, WS11, Y03, YZ10, FM94b, GLW91, Gon91a, JY94, Luc92, MV94, SZ92, See92, Tha93, War96].

Functional [CHW12, DLV10, Fay96, ILR01]. Functional [BH15, Cel07, KKS03].

Functions [Abs05, ABF14, BER04, BDS10, BG12, BBW07, BCU00, BM14, BLG13, BDLS07, BDL07, BM98a, BM98b, BW05, BH14b, CX99, CQT03, CH09, CHY10, CT03, CGT10b, DHML01, DSS09, DMZ12, DK10, FG04a, FH14, FB03, FGG04, FHFN09, FSF12, F1T01, Fus14, GVJ06, HLZ08, Har09, HP07, JMW08, JLO3, KKS03, KM09, Kuč08a, LP10, LSS14, LS13, LN07, LN09, Li10, LN11a, LN11b, Loc15, LPV05, MZGS08, MY10, MS00, MS03, MN13, MA00, Mur03, NZ01, NY05, ND09, Phu10, PR96, Q09, RG00, RGY99, DLR14, See97, Sen07, SBD12, SMG14, SW07, TZ10, WDST14].
ZA14, ZFL06, ZT98, ZCT10, dBdH07, AW94, ACC93, BD02, CT93, GK95a, GIJT96, Li96, LS91, Lu95, MLRR93, Mar94, MS94b, PFR91, PZ94, ZT96).

**Functors [Vel15].**

**Fundamental [HL14, SKL09a].**

**Further [Tse03, WZYB08].**

**Fused [YLS+15]. fuzzy [NT02].**


**General [ABMS08, AZ08, BKT99b, CC02, CGST96a, CSV09, DEAM97, DS12, FGL+02, GVJS10, GVJS10, KR02, LT02, LY07, Pul07, Pul00, RT05, Tse99, Wu00, vAH14, ZC10, dPRT01]. general-purpose [NS91]. Generalization [MN09, SVD14]. Generalizations [Don12].**

**Generated [Fay02, FG04a]. Generating [BTT96, BG09, Boy93, DDD98, KL07, Lov11, LPV05, MP14b]. Generation [LS98b, RADK05, RR08, Mit94, Ye92].**

**Generic [GL12, JS97, Lev04, SS15, Zas00, JSV91]. Genuine [YF00]. Geolocation [RM08].**

**Geometric [DSP10, GM12a, GL12, GY14, HL08b, SH15, JSC95]. Geometry [ANRV04, AL14, BW12, CM10, FTe03, Las90, MW97, Pe900a, RFB+11, ST10].**

**Given [HP07]. Global [AKS00, Ani05a, BBW05, BT00a, CKN15, CX99, CGST93, CSV09, CR04, DY99, DEAM97, EA99, FLT02, FGL+02, Ger08, Ger11, GN92, GR10a, GS07, GH15, HP09, HL98, Hu07, HMP+08, ISU12, JLL09, JSC95, JLo5, Kan96, Las01, LLo0, LS13, LF01, Li10, Lov11, LSo2, LSL08, MS11a, MTQ8, MW97, NLZ10, Nga15, QWY04, Rag13, RKG08, Sch06, SK06, SZ98, TBW+03, TM95, VS08, Vui14, WB05b, WS11, Wu96, XB99, Yin99, Zha00, ZC10, An96b, BKT99a, BD93, GIJT96, Hen95, RS94, RD95, Ser95]. Globalization [MU14]. Globally [EWW94, FS96, FQ96, GR14, GKV03, LT02, QQ00, SS00, Sva02, Wat00, WBME14, ZL03, Ch93b, Li93b]. GMRES [FP97, SAW99].**

**Gomory [AL14]. Good [LL00]. Goodness [Che01]. Governed [Voi08]. GPS [BP12].**

**Gradient [AT06, Bac15, BC09, Ber97, BT00b, BMR00, BHL05, DHL+99, DY99, DK13, HZ05, HZ14, Har14, HR12, HR14b, IY09, JST12, Kiw07a, Kiw10, MA15, MS00, MS03, NYF11, PW05, QQ03, Ray97, Ren96, SW11, Sch06, SFP11, Tse98, XZ14a, XZ14b, Yun14, ZC90, dA08, vAH14, GN92, IKR+91, LT93, Or191, Tre95, Tse91, ZR93]. Gradient-Type [HR14b]. grain [Zen91]. grained [DKM+94]. Gram [CWY11]. Graph [GHR14, GSZ14, GL08b, PVZ07a, PR07b, SM99, SL14, dP02, MOT95, PR95]. graph-bisection [PR95]. Graphical [YLS+15]. Graphs [BDPX09, Dah99, HL11, Mut01, HP94]. Grid [CP01a, PMDL10]. Grid-Based [CP01a]. Grids [BV10, PC03]. Gröbner [Spa14]. Group [BHKM14, DW10, FdOF07, GH15, YST14]. Grover [BBW05]. Growth [Ani00, DL13]. Guaranteed [HZ05].**

**Hadamard [Bac14, Rev97]. Haeberly [KSS99, LM05]. Hahn [DGLM14]. Half [ET07]. Half-Strips [ET07]. Hamming [MP10]. Hand [GST11, Gre00, HCH12, KRT07]. Handling [AB08, EL10]. Hardening [HMW13].**
Helmberg [Sim11]. Hemivariational [HKK11, MS11c]. Hermitian [Lew96].
Hessian [Har14, AW00, BNS95, BCNN11, CK99, Fle95, GL01, GL03, Gur94, PR96, XB99].
Hessians [BDS10, LZ13]. heuristic [BH95].
Heuristics [BMZ01, SM99]. Hidden [WLZY07]. Hierarchical [BGG+12, Cab05, lid12, Mut01, Zha94a].
Hierarchies [Don14, Las14]. Hierarchy [KTT15, dKL11]. High [Lin08, Bon97].
Higher [CLMS93, MN09]. Higher-order [CLMS93]. Hilbert [Alv04, BI98, DLW99, F08, IK96, KS91, Kup96, LN02, LJ02, Luk08, Sha94, WyW04, Zas10].
Hoffman [AC02, BT96, LL94, Zua03]. Hold [CU99]. Hölder [LM12, ZN15]. Hölderian [MN14, Vui14]. Homogeneous [And00, Chu03, HLNZ08, LSTZ07, NV99, Yos07].
Homotopies [GLM98, Wat00]. Homotopy [Bil02, BW02, SAW99, WBME14, ZX14a, IR+11, Naz91, RH93].
Homotopy-Based [Bil02]. Horizon [BZ08]. Horizontal [Pot14, Zha94b]. Hot [JKW15]. Hot-Starts [JKW15]. Huber [LS98a].
Huge [Nes12, NS14]. Huge-Scale [Nes12, NS14]. Hull [DLW99, LRO05, LW08b]. Hulls [HN09].
Human [SB+11]. Hybrid [Alv04, MS10, MS14, NT06, ZC10]. Hypercube [Mar05, dKL10]. Hypergraph [HL08c]. Hyperpath [DP00].
Hypersurfaces [YmZS15].

idea [SZ92]. Ideals [GPT10]. Identically [dM08]. Identification [AY08, FF98a, FFK00, LT10a, OW06, TW14, KSW94].
Identifying [DSJ9, LW11b]. II [AW93, CLMP10b, Fre95, GL14a, GLT97, Gon91b]. Ill [Ver96, Wri98]. Ill-Conditioning [Wri98]. Ill-posedness [Ver96]. Image [BC05, JS00, PR07a]. Images [GdW00].
Impact [MCL10, Dix91]. Implementable [FT02, FT07]. Implementation [LNP98, MÖ09, PRRL97, X99, Meh92, RV93, YG91]. Implementations [SAW99].
implying [LMS92]. Implications [MS14]. Implicit [CK00, GAP08, Xu06, GK95a]. Improved [Ans02, DK13, DL01, HL08c, KS10, Rie11, Roi15, dKP12]. Improvement [CHLZ12, LUZ15]. Improving [CT12].
Including [FK00, ISU12, Kiw07b]. Inclusion [CT13, MS12]. Inclusions [ACN15, ACS14, BCL07, BH14a, BAC11, Com14, DR01, KRT07, Lev04, Mor07].
inclusive [WZ95]. Incoherence [SPW11]. Incomplete [TY11, MP95]. Inconsistent [KCS97]. Incorporating [Ren95, VD06].
Incremental [Ber96, Ber97, BHG07, IH14, JRJ10, Kiw04, Ma15, NB01, ND10, RV90, Tse98].
Indefinite [HLNZ08, SW95, ZX99]. Independence [Pf10, He93]. indices [CH94]. Induced [GNS08]. Inequalities [AM00, ACP11a, ACL99, AC02, Bar96, BNT02, BP05, CHS06, CWZ12, CW14, CSW12, CK99, CH15, DG09, DEAW99, DVL10, DR96, FFK98b, HMM10, HR12, HR14b, Hu07, KRS11, KK05, LNS00, LN05a, Lu14, Mal15, MZ98, MS11c, MS12, MO07b, Nem04, NV99, PZ07b, Rob07, SSN04, Stu00, Tse97a, WyW04, YL11, ZN04, ZN05, ZW12b, ZM96, Zua03, MZ00].
Inequality [AT00, BT04, BDL07, BI98, BD10, CLMP10a, Ded00, DGN97, DK10, FM97, FHN09, HKK11, JLL09, LN02, LNP08, LN09, LN14a, LL09, LB00, MP97, NY02, NTA04, Q99, QQ00, RG00, RN98, SU14, SUI5, SZ98, SW09, TF96, TAW06, YLOQ03, Yeo00, ZL01, BCT93, GLT97, LT92, O194, Rot92, TK96].
Inequality-Constrained [FM97, RN98]. Inertial [Alv04, APR14, MM08]. Inexact [BFSM14, BD10, BCN08, CJRW14, DSN13, FS12, Gon14, HV01, HZ06b, IPS03, IS10, JST12, Kor00, OSS11, PLS08,
SOT09, TDKC14, VSBV14, Wal08, ZPR00, ZU11, Zie14, vAS14, CGST93, EW94, Man91, Zhu96. **Infeasibility**
[And00, BG08, BCW14, BCN10, vAS14]. **Infeasible**
[GR10c, Kor00, KR03, LMO06, Mia96, MKT95, Peño00a, PS97, PS98, Ran06, Roo06, Roo15, SS05, SP97, Sim11, SS97, Tse97b, Tse02, BF96, Fre92, MW96, Pot96, Wri95, Zha94b]. **Infeasible-Interior-Point**
[Kor00, PS97, PS98, Ran06, SP97, SS97, MKT95, MW96, Pot96]. **Inferred**
[BCM03]. **Infinite**
[BHKM14, BZ08, BK10, CLPT99, CLMP10a, CLMP10b, DW10, FLN10, FS08, GJLP14, GVJS10, Gür10, HW10, HMN10, HLL98, Jey03, JJ15, JS97, JS11, Kan14, LNS00, LN05a, LN05b, LNP07, LN14b, LFW98, LW05b, MP14a, MLLB08, OHF12, PQS01, ST09, ZWL10, CKL+14, CHY10, GHS95, GJR08, JRW94, KN93, Kup96, LZH14, MN13, NKT10, NLQT06, RP03, VR05, ZY07, ZW12b]. **Infinite-Horizon**
[BZ08]. **Infinite-norm**
[AB95]. **Infinite-Horizon**
[BZ08]. **Infinity**
[AB95]. **Inscribed**
[Ans02]. **Installation**
[SCRS00]. **Instance**
[AADD09]. **Instances**
[PR07a]. **Instationary**
[HH06]. **Integral**
[FGM12, Zha96]. **Integrality**
[GSZ14, DLR14]. **Integrated**
[LL00]. **Integration**
[BD02]. **Interconnecting**
[XLD99]. **Interior**
[Ay08, Ali95, AHO98, AB08, AGJ00, AT06, BER03, BER04, BHKK00, BCW08, BP97, BHN99, Cas00, CM11, Chn09, CM12a, DT98, EAV10, FFK00, FM03, FG98, FGG07, FKS02, GLY96, GS98, GG03, GG08, Gon14, GLTP98, GLHZ11, GOST01, GMO14, GK96, Gu00, GR10c, IS10, JKZ98, JR10, KSH97, KSS99, Kor00, KU15, LM02, LR10, LCC06, LT10b, LS04, LM05, LY07, McS96, ML05, MÖ07a, MÖ09, Mia96, Mit00, MT03, MOT04, NS98, NT98, NWW09, PC08, PRT02, PS97, PS98, Pot96, PS10b, Pot14, RB05, Ran06, Roo06, Roo15, SOT09, Sch98, SP97, SS98, Sim11, SS97, SZ98, TWB+03, Toh00, Tse02, Wri98, Wri99, Wri01, YY03, YT02, YSW2, Yos07, Zha98a, Zha98b, BF96, CLMS93, CL96a, Gro95, HRVW96, JS95, JY94, KKM93, LMS92]. **Interior**
[McS94, Meh92, Mit94, MTT94, MKT95, MW96, NN19b, Pot96, SM91, SG94, TZW96, Tod92, Wri92, ZTD92, ZTP93, ZTH93, Zha94b, ZL03]. **Interior-Point**
[AHO98, AB08, BER03, BER04, Cas00, Chu09, CO12a, EAV10, FFK00, FM03, FKS02, GLTP98, GLHZ11, GMO14, Gu00, GR10c, IS10, JKZ98, KSH97, KSS99, LR10, LS04, LM05, LY07, McS96, ML05, Mia96, MT03, MOT04, NS98, NT98, PRT02, Roo06, Roo15, SOT09, SS98, TWB+03, Tse02, Wri99, Wri01, YT02, YSW2, Zha98a, BF96, HRVW96, JS95, JY94, LMS92, McS94, MTT94, TZW96, Tod92, Wri92, ZTP93, ZTH93, Zha94b, ZL03]. **Interiors**
[BP07]. **Interpolation**
[Cry99, DQQY02]. **Interpretation**
[Hen15, JSC95, Lag93]. **Intersection**
[DD98, DLW99, LH04]. **Interval**
[BTN02, MS11a]. **Intervals**
[Lu14]. **invariance**
[GHRT98]. **Invariant**
[BM07, Sen07]. **Inverse**
[BH15, FKP10, HH96a, HK92]. **Inverses**
[CNQ97]. **Inversion**
[BLMH06]. **Invitation**
[Iof09]. **Invoking**
[Jey03, Ni05, WJ00, GIJT96]. **Irreducible**
[HL02]. **Isotone**
[LU97]. **Issue**
[DR07]. **Issues**
[FP98, GR10b]. **Items**
[EL10]. **Iterated**
[AL14, Bel94]. **Iterates**
[Abs05, MSG10, Man91]. **Iterating**
[BC03]. **Iteration**
[AZ05, HY96, LT10b, MT04, MS12, MS13, Pot14, Yun14, GT92, McS94]. **Iteration-Complexity**
[MT04, MS12, MS13]. **Iterations**
Iterative

Iteratively

J

Jacobian

Jacobians

Job

John

Joint

Jordan

Kalman

Karmarkar

Karush

Kernel

Kernel-Based

Kernel-Based

KKT

Knapsack

Knapsacks

Knowledge

Known

Knapsack

Labeling

Ladders

Lagrange

Lagrangian

Lagrangian-Dual

Lagrangian

Language

Laplacian

Large

Large-Scale

Large-Step

Large-Update

larvicide

Lasserre

Lasso

Least

Least-Change

Least-Squares

Legendre

Lemma

Length

Level

Levenberg

Levitin

Lift

Lift-and-Project

Lifted

Like

Limited

Limited-Memory

Limiting

Line
WB05b, WG10, ZH04, dBdH07.

Line-Search [SU15]. Linear
[AB08, Ans99, AC02, BER04, BC09, BK12, BGJ12, BBW07, BWY10, BTN02, BZ08, BGD07, Bol14, BD09, BCWW15, BGNW05, CT13, CLPT99, CLMP10a, CKL14, CB00, CX99, CY00, CX08, CB14, CCH05, CSW12, CC14, CGST96a, DO06, DY04, DK10, DS12, EAV10, Ent96, EF02, FCF07, Fay96, Fl99, Fl12, FM97, FV99, Fre03, FHN09, FT02, FT07, GLT03, GLdS05, GJLP14, GNS08, GT97b, GS07, GST11, Gre00, GK96, Hab08, HW10, Hen15, HLL98, HL08b, dMM10, HZ06b, HMP08, HY96, IPRT00, Ios01, JRT97, Jan04, JR08, KFF09, KH05, Krea11, KSSH97, KSS99, Kor00, LLS05, LW11a, LMT09, Las14, Lm01, LT12, LR10, LN05b, LP06b, Lov11, LM05, MN96, Man04, Mia96, MN96, MT03, NS14, NY02, OF03, PS10a, Pan05].

Linear [PeÁn00a, PVZ07a, PTZ05, Po08, PW00, QW00, QW01, QY14, RFNP14, Roo06, Roo15, Rot92, RP12, Sch98, She14, SW14, Sim11, SS97, Stud00, SZ98, TAW06, WBME14, Wri99, YLQ03, YT02, YW02, YM14, Zha98a, ZC09, Zha98b, ZL02, ZL12, ZK15, ZN05, ZN08, ZN14a, Zna03, AB95, An96, Bar93, Bos03, CH93a, DL91, Fre95, GLT97, GV94, Gon91b, Gon91a, GT92, Gow92, Kan96, KSW94, KK92, KMK93, Lag93, Li93a, LS98a, LMS92, MN93, Man91, Mc94, MS94a, Mit94, MKT95, Naz91, O’95, Pot96, Pow95, Ren95, SG94, Tod92, Tre95, TM95, Ver96, ZTD92, ZT93, Zha94b, Zha96, ZR93, Zhu95, dRV92].

Linear-Quadratic [BGNW05, LTY12, ZR93, Zhu95].

Linearization [KRR99, RQMG12, Vel15]. Linearizations [Kiw06, Kiw08]. Linearly [AFS14, BP97, DGN12, Fl94, FS05, Gon99, JST12, KLT07, LT00, LT10a, LLS06, PC03, FMS94, NN91b, Wri92]. Linesearch [FLLR14, Mel96]. Linesearch-Based [FLLR14]. Link [SCR00]. Link-Installation [SCR00]. Linked [DW11]. Links [MS03]. Lipschitz [BM98a, BM98b, CGT10b, KK05, LS13, NT06, Nem04, NT02, QZ08, RS96, SK06]. Lipschitz-Continuous [NT06]. Lipschitz-Like [QZ08, CGT10b]. Lipschitzian [BC14, CS15, KK02, MN13, MN14, PRR91, War96, ZCT10].

Liquidation [YLZ02]. LMI [ZVP06]. Load [KS05a, SKL09b]. Load-Dependent [KS05a]. Local [Bo14, CX99, CC99, CY99, DLT03, EM91, FS12, FLRS06, For05, GR10b, GHS95, Gur94, Har98, Hu97, JPS99, KFF99, LM05, MS11a, Mar94, PR98, SZ98, TWB+03, WB05a, Wri05, GK95a, Ser95, Var93].

Local-Nonglobal [For05]. Localization [BTC08, BP12, CJSY07, KKW09, KW10, Te07, WZB08, ZSY10]. Locally [FLY11, LPR00, FLLO09, MO14, QQ00, ZL03, PR91]. Locating [Lin08, ZL02]. Location [TMHP06]. Log [WST10, YST14, Pow95].

Log-Determinant [WST10, YST14]. Logarithmic [JR10, TY12, GLW91, MW94]. Logarithmic-Quadratic [TY12].


Lyapunov [CPS07].

Machine [BCNN11, CKL97, CJK98, CP01b,
KB08, Mai15]. Machines
[FM03, GLHZ11, DT91, Onn94]. Maciel
Majorant [FGO14]. Majorization [Mai15].
Majorization-Minimization [Mai15].
Majorizing [LN07]. Mangasarian
[CX99, GVJS10]. Manhattan [MP10].
Manifold [HS93, SH15]. Manifolds
[AM12, LMWY11, RW12]. manufacturing
[AEGS93]. Many [Sab11, TAW06, XLD99,
ZT98, GK95a, GK94, ZT96]. Map
[LM04, Lu14, Gow92]. Mapping
[FKP10, HV05, IY09, TY04, GLT97]. Mappings
[EL09, Fay06, Gfr11, GTdS06,
KL97, KT08, LW08b, LSZ04, NT06, Sab11,
SY13, ZL01, Tse92]. Maps
[AGH10, AG14, LPT07]. Marginal
[CHY10, Las10, War96]. Marginals [HP07].
Markov [BDPX09, GS01]. Marquardt
[Kiw96]. Mass [GHGHL06]. Massive
[FM03]. Massively [ZC91]. Matching
[MP14b, Bar93, Gro95, Ris94]. Matchings
[HL08a, HL11]. Material
[BTKNZ99, SKL09a, SKL09b]. Materials
[BGG+12, Sta99]. Mathematical
[Ani05a, Ani05b, Bon97, CSW15, CO12a,
DFNS05, DR13, FGM12, FLRS06, FBM15,
FP98, FT02, FT07, Gfr13, Gfr14, GLY12,
GYZ14, GLY14, HK09, HS11, IS08, JR00,
JSR08, K01, KS02, KS14, LCN06,
LXL11, LX14, MX06, MN14, RB05, Sch01,
SU10, Voi08, WJ00, Xu06]. Matrices
[AT03, BFM98, Bur03, CHS06, DPW15,
GMO14, JBAS10, KSH97, KT00, Lim11,
MP10, SU15, SH15, TY11, Fle95, JYZ94,
Lew96, LS91, Van95]. Matrix
[AM12, BBN14, BX15, Bec07, BTN02,
BH15, CCS10, CHS06, CSPW11, CY00,
CQT03, CX08, CWY11, CSW12, CNW10,
DZ07, FCF07, FRW11, GV15, GO12,
HH96a, HR14a, LdQ11, MN96, MOT04,
MPR10, NTA04, PS97, RFNP14, RSS00,
SI13, See97, Stu00, SSQ04, Van14, Vav10,
ZY14, FKN00, Gur94, KK92, Li93a, LT92,
Man91]. Matrix-Free
[CNW10, HR14a, RSS00]. Max
[GKPV01, KNP98, Lau01, PQS01, RPK03,
BMZ01, RN98]. Max-Cut [Lau01, BHZ01].
Max-Min [GKPV01, KNP98]. Maximal
[ABT00, Alv04, BGW07, BCH14, Pen00b,
Sab11, MOT95, ZT92]. Maximality
[CM10]. Maximally [IPRT00].
Maximization
[BDN07, DHLN92, FM94b]. GMRR91].
Maximum [Ans02, BCM03, CLH12, HL11,
LUZ15, Lim11, MPB02, Ous09, Pfe98,
SW07, ZG03, BL93]. Maximum-Entropy
[SW07]. Maximum-Volume [Lim11].
Maximin [HLTW14]. may [Wri95].
McCormick [MCB09].
McCormick-Based [MCB09]. Mead
[Ke99, LRWW98, LPP12, McK98]. Mean
[ABGJ14, ACL99, MS10, OR02]. ZF06].
Mean-Risk [OR02]. Means [Bac14, PW07].
Measurability [CCL09]. Measurable
[PF94, Meaf02, MR10, NF01]. Measurements
[SDGM99]. Measures
[Cal07, DMM06, ER05, EF02, GR12, MS06b,
OF03, Pic13, RR15, VD06, Ren95].
Measuring [Che01, DLR14]. Mechanical
[ABT00]. Median [CCFP05, Cap02].
Medians [Bac14]. Mehrrotra
[SPT08, LMS92, TZW96]. Mehrrotra-Type [SPT08]. Memory
[GL03, GST11, HZ14, KON98, MN00,
NN91a, ZNB93]. Merit
[FS97, GV14, SW99, TF96]. Merrill [YG91].
Mesh [AA06, AD06, ACD08, AJD08,
AILT14, He93]. Metal [FGM12].
Metamodelling [HD14].
Metamodelling-Based [HD14]. Method
[ACN15, AZ05, AD0, An98, ANP08,
AFFG14, AD04, AST10, AI11, AI12, BBN14,
BER03, BCL07, BC05, BBNT12, BTN01,
BPT97, BHG07, Bo14, BH14a, BFMS14,
BK10, BKS96, BCN08, CNQ97, CX99,
CC99, CWH06, CNY14, CY10, CL96b,
CO12a, Cru14, DSP10, DY99, DD98, DJV06,
DNSD13, DT98, DQQY02, Eic09, EL10, EI06, EN14, EG10, FF09, FG014, Fle98, Fle14, FDS09, FS08, FS05, FLT03, Ger08, Ger11, GR14, GLY96, GV00, GG03, Gon14, GKV03, GLHZ11, GLRT99, GST05, GR10a, GR10b, GLR14, GK96, GR10c, HCH12, HZ05, HZ14, HS10, HN05, HYF05, HTY12, HLHY14, HR14a, HR00, HK03, dMM10, IH14, IK00, IS08, IS10, JR08, JPS99, JFQS98, JST12, JRL10, JS00, JKW15, KN05, KS14, KS99, Kiw97, Kiw06, Kiw07b, Kiw08, KSdM01.

Method
[KSX08, KR03, KS05b, LRO05, LRWW98, Lau00, LM02, LF01, LSW06, LN07, LiQ11, LM12, LU15, LM99, Lin08, LZ03, LY11, Luo97, LB00, MeK98, ML05, MX06, MU14, MG98, MP99, MS10, MS12, MS13, MS14, Mut01, NT06, NYF11, NS98, Nem04, NS14, NL14, NTA04, O04, O03, P03, Qi99, QZ00, RB05, Ray97, Ren96, Rso15, hRK14, SS05, SSN04, ST09, SKC12, ST14, S97, SY13, SS00, So07, SK98, SZ98, SW99, SSQ04, SXMW13, STY15, TY12, TWB+03, TZS02, TK02, Tse97b, Tse98, Tse99, WG10, Wri00, XZ14a, XZ14b, YY03, YT10, YLQ04, YL11, Zas10, ZZ96, ZC09, ZWL10, ZY14, ZL02, ZST10, ZC10, ZCT10, vD1707, And96a, And96b, Be94, BTB93, BTN94, BNS95, BH95, Bur92, CH93a, Dav91, Gon91b, Gon91a, HRV96, HK92].

method
[Ius91, JS95, KS91, Li93b, LS93, LMS92, Meh92, Mit94, NN91a, NN91b, O’L95, Pow95, Ra96, RS94, SM91, SG94, TSW96, YG91, Z092, dRT92].

Methodology [HYZ08]. Methods
[Abs05, ANRV04, AHO98, ABMS08, AB08, ACP11b, Aus99, AT00, AT06, Bac15, BSV14, BT12, BT14, BTZ97, BHHK00, Ber96. Ber97, BH03, BC14, BMR00, BG09, BIS05, Bou97, BD10, BGCH08, BCN11, CGT10a, CGT14, CS08a, CY00, CM11, CW14, CLO14, CP01a, CV07, DHL+99, DL15, DIS04, EGG09, FK10, FK00, FS96, FIS10, FS12, FM03, FLR06, FM97, FG98, FGG07, Fra02, FKS02, GL14b, GL01, GL03, GG08, GLTP98, GLN07, GST08, GMM04, Gu00, GR12, Ha98, HK06, HSW14, HM02, IS04, ISU12, JZK98, JR00, KP99, KN02, KN04, KFF09, KRS11, KL97, Kwi94, KSH97, LSS14, LR10, LT00, LLCN06, LH04, LP06b, LS10, LZ14, LRR98, LS02, LSL08, MM08, MPRW09, Ma15, MS11a, M007a, MZ99, MSQ98, MB14, M004, MS11c].

Methods [MS14, NB01, NO09, NV99, NV99, ND10, NW12, NWW09, OSS11, PRT02, Pot08, PS10b, Pot14, QW00, QW01, QQS03, Ran06, RHL14, RZ01, RKG08, RW12, RR08, ST13, Sch08, Sch09, SW11, SU15, SDGM99, ST14, SAW99, Sta04, SH97, Sva02, Toh00, Tse97a, Tse02, Tüt03, Ulb01, Ulb03, WB00a, WB05b, Wal08, W098, W01, WY02, Yun14, ZA14, ZK99, ZCD00, ZU11, Zie14, dF09, dHE09, dBdH07, vA14, Ali95, BT00b, BLN92, CLMS93, DHLN92, DT91, DMZ94, EW94, EM91, Gar93, GN92, GW93, Gon91b, Gon91a, GHS95, Gro95, Hei96, Hua94, HK96, Kan96, KS93, Kiw96, Kup96, LN93, LP93, MS94a, Me96, RH93, R059, Sar95, SC91, WZ95, Zha94b, Zhe96, ZNB+93]. Metric
[AAI07, CKLP07, CCFP05, DL13, Fus14, Gfr11, Gfr13, KK02, Li97, LM12, MPR10, NT08, PLS08, ZN04, ZN07b, ZN10, ZN14a, Dav91, Dix91, Sha94, ZN15].

MILP
[GACD14]. Min [GKPV01, KN098, MN09, PQ00, RP03, RN98]. Min-Max
[FPQ01, RP03]. Minima [DYO4, KK02, Le00, LMWY11, YG07, G95a]. Minimal
[CBJF97, MM05]. Minimax
[KB08, LSL06, QZ08, SA04, Z092, CL92, ZT96]. Minimization
[AGJJ00, AS14, Att96, AR07, APR14, At96, AST10, B03, BTP12, Bec15, BDP14, Cab05, CG11, CGT12, CW12, CP08, CGST96b, DK10, EG10, FRW11, FM97, FQ96, FLT03, GPR02, HYZ08, HK06, HR12, KKS03, KL00, Kiw97, LW11a, LTY12, LT99, LT00, LTO10a, M15, MST11, M004, WM06, NES05, PRH91].
PY97, QWY04, Ray97, RHL14, Ric11, ST14, SV07, Sol07, Sor97, TDKC14, Tse02, YZ03, ZX99, ZCS10, ZL12, dKL10, BT94a, CT93, CL96a, Dav91, FMS94, G¨ul92, LT93, TK96, TYPF96, Yaz93, Zha96. Minimize [CKL97].

Multiscale \cite{GST08, MB14}. Multistage \cite{Sch98, GR12, HRS06, Kuc08b, LZ03, Pfl10, PP12, SZ14}. Multistart \cite{Har98}. multitarget \cite{PR93}. Multiuser \cite{KNS11}. Multivalued \cite{AGH10}. Multivariable \cite{CH09}. Multivariate \cite{DW15b, HP07, LSZ04, LZ10, MN09}. Mumford \cite{Wan95}.

Nanoporous \cite{BGG+12}. Nash \cite{CK99, DJS13, DFKS11, FDKS11, FK10, HF14, KS12, RS11}. Navier \cite{HH06}. NCP \cite{CC99}. NCPs \cite{CL14}. nCUBE \cite{GR94}. Near \cite{GV15}. Near-Separable \cite{GV15}. Nearest \cite{LdQ11}. Necessary \cite{AZ09, Aus10, BT04, CLMP10b, CT02, DZ14, Gfr07, HN09, MM11, Sta92, XY10, YZZ97, Ye00, Zhu02, NT02, War92}.

Neighborhood \cite{Gon99, LT10b, LP06b, Pot14}. Neighborhoods \cite{AZ05, HY96, Zha98b}. Nelder \cite{Ke99, LRWW98, LPW12, McK98}. Nested \cite{BH96, Pfl10}. Nesterov \cite{NARS14, TTT98}. Network \cite{Bar96, BPT97, BRU97, CJSY07, Cas00, CGT10a, CGT11, CGT12, CO12b, FK00, FB03, FBM13, FBM15, FG98, FG04, GL14b, HS10, HL14, Iid12, JJ15, KM09, Kas10, Kiw07a, Kiw10, KT00, KRT07, LF01, MN13, PS11, SL05, Tse07, WZYB08, XLD99, ZZ96, ZSY10, Sar95}.

Networked \cite{Gid13, JRJ10}. Networks \cite{BP06, FHKM06, LDf08, Wen97, Bon97, GMS92, RV93}. Newton \cite{Ger11, WST10, ACN15, AD10, And96a, Bel94, BS94, BK10, BLN92, CGT10a, CNQ97, CNY14, CH15, CL96b, DIS04, Di91, DQQY02, EW94, EM91, FJS98, FLP02, FG04, Fk91, FDS09, FM97, Ger08, Gi97, GL01, GW93, GLN07, HN05, HK03, HH06, IK00, IS04, IS08, Kn05, KFF09, Kan99, KSX08, LN93, Lau00, LSS04, LS03, LN07, LDQ11, LM99, LW08a, LRR98, MSQ98, MU14, MP99, MS12, MN00, NN91a, NLQT06, Q199, Q200, Roo06, Roo15, Sch08, SS00, Sta04, SH97, SK98, SW99, SSQ04, TZSW96, Ulb03, Wri95, XS99, ZA14, ZST10, ZC10, ZNB+93, dPRT01]. Newton-CG \cite{WST10, ZST10}. Newton-Type \cite{IS04, KN05, LSS14, NLQT06, SS00, HN06}. Newtonian \cite{FIS10, IK99, DJS13, FDKS11, FK10, HF14, KS12, RS11}.

Noncoercive \cite{FB00}. Noncommuting \cite{CKP12, PNA10}. Noncompact \cite{GW15, VS10, ZT92}. Nonconvex \cite{ANP08, AF01, AFS14, BE06, BM14, BDPP14, BL09, BLO05, CGT10a, CGT11, CGT12, CO12b, FK00, FB03, FBM13, FBM15, FG98, FG04, GL14b, Har09, HS10, HL14, Iid12, JJ15, KM09, Kas10, Kiw07a, Kiw10, KT00, KRT07, LF01, LN02, MN13, PS11, SL05, Tse07, WLZY07, XSLZ11, ZN10, Kiw96, Tha.94, Tre95}. Noncooperative \cite{vdLT06}. Nondegeneracy \cite{BS98, CS08b}. Nondegenerate \cite{Vui14}. Nonderivative \cite{Kiw10}. Nondifferentiable \cite{MSQ98, NB01, Ye04, Kiw96}.

Nonempty \cite{BP07}. Nonexpansive \cite{IY09, KL97, KT08, NT06, SY13, Tse92}. Nonexpansive-Type \cite{KT08}. Nonglobal \cite{For05}. Nonindependent \cite{dM08}.

Noninterior \cite{CX99, CH93a}. Nonlinear \cite{AFS01, Ani00, Ani02, Ani05b, AD04, AJ09, BE14, BH03, BPC11, BKT99b, BHN99, BCN10, CGT11, CGT14, CH97, CX99, CWH06, CR04, CJRW14, DHL+99, DY99, DK13, DD98, DEAW99, DSD12, FS97, FJS98, FP97, FGL+02, FG98, FS05, FSH12, Fus14, GLM98, GH07, GKV03, GOST01, GLT04, GLR14, GLN07, GOST08, GNL11, GSW97, Gun14, HH96a, HZ06b, HY02, JR00, KP99, KFF09, Kas10, KK05, Ko05, LPT07, Las02, LZ96, Ulb03, Wri95, XS99, ZA14, ZST10, ZC10, ZNB+93, dPRT01}.
LM02, LSW06, LZ03, LS04, LY11, LL09, LLS10, Mal07, Mat05, MS11b, MG98, NWW09, OW06, Pat98, Pyt98, Rag13, RKG08, RM08, SD00, SW11, SL14, SS00, TWB+03, Ulb01, Voi08, WB05a, WB05b, Wat00, WG10, Wri98, Wri05, YY03, YT10, YH01, Yos07, ZA14, ZCD00, ZC10, vAH14, AW93, BKT99a. **nonlinear** [BS94, Bur92, CL96a, CL92, DvTY91, Dan93, DMZ94, Dun93, Hei93, Hus94, Iof94, IK92, KSW94, LP93, MPW95, Sar95, YY95, YG91, ZC91]. **Nonlinearly** [LJ02, Sta99, GR94]. **NonLipschitz** [CNY14]. **Nonmonotone** [AFFG14, BMR00, LN09, Ulb01, ZH04]. **Nonmonotone** [EA95]. **Nonnegative** [GV15, Las05, Las06b, LSZ04, RV06, Vav10, ZCTW12]. **Nonnegativity** [Las11]. **Nonpolyhedral** [PR95]. **Nonsingular** [BM07]. **Nonsingularity** [BPC11, CS08b]. **Nonsmooth** [AFS14, ACL99, BW02, BDL07, BLO05, BK10, CD00, CQ097, CQT03, CO12b, DL15, DSS09, DZ14, EW09, FLLR14, FH14, FGG04, FK10, FQ96, GAP08, Ger08, Ger11, Gfr13, Hab98, HNP00, JL03, JI04, JS11, Kan14, KN05, Kiw07a, Kiw08, Kiw10, LN09, MX06, NARS14, Nes05, PQ93, PR96, PC03, RS11, RHL14, SS05, Sen07, Sol07, SH07, SSO04, WJ00, Jey91, Pan94, Qi95, SQ92, Sta92]. **Nonsmoothness** [Lew02]. **Nonstationary** [GS01, McK98]. **Nonsymmetric** [BP99, DZ07, O’L95, SW95]. **Norm** [Dax09, DV14, Lin08, MMBS14, PTJY10, WDST14, ZL02, AB95, Dax92, He93]. **Normal** [AH05, DD98, LN14b, Lu14, MOT04, QYW04, ZL01, ZW12a, ZN14b]. **Normal-Boundary** [DD98]. **Norms** [LN05b, LP07, NZ01]. **Norms** [QZ00, Sch12, XY97, XY00, And96a]. **Note** [AW00, LM05, WD05, SM93]. **Notion** [Chu06]. **Notions** [HL14]. **NT** [JH14]. **Nuclear** [DV14]. **Null** [BM98b]. **Number** [AB12, AILT14, CWY11, CCH05, CCP08, GL08a, GL08b, OHF12, PVZ07a, YZ13, Zol03, dP02]. **Numbers** [AL14, MY09, Ren96, dKP12]. **Numerical** [AHO98, AFGG11, BV10, FL98, Har14, HKK11, KN02, KN04, LP93, RFB+11, ZG03, ZNB+93, NN91a, SZ92]. **Objective** [AS08, HL08b, KT14, LSW06, RP12, ZT98, AW94, MTT94, RHW93, ZT96]. **Objective-Function-Free** [KT14]. **objectives** [CLMS93]. **Observations** [TY11]. **Obstacle** [HKK11, Wac14]. **Off** [WLZY07]. **One** [BW02, BR08, BKS96, DV14, JRW94, JS97, Wat00, WBME14, XLD99, Bos93, KB93]. **One-Parametric** [JS97, JRW94]. **Online** [SY13]. **Openness** [DS12]. **Operating** [GLM98]. **Operations** [Ans99]. **Operator** [AH05, BGW07, GL08b, SU14, Ulb03, MOT95]. **Operators** [Alv04, BBW07, BZ04, BW07, BH14a, BCH14, Nem04, Wan11, CH04]. **Optical** [ZM06]. **Optim** [MZ00, QW01, ZT98]. **Optima** [MM11]. **Optimal** [AO06, BHHK00, BP05, BBV02, BPS06, Cal07, CT12, CD92, CLO14, CF99, DK13, DK10, Fie00, Ger08, Ger11, GL12, GL14a, G09, GKR14, Her09, HWM13, HV05, HSW14, IK00, JKZ98, KS00, KU15, KR02, Lau00, LPR00, Lin11, Mal07, MCL10, MN14, MOS14, PZ03, RS97, RT06, RFB+11, Sch09, SW11, SU14, SKC12, SDM00, Sta99, TW14, Wac14, BTB93, Bon97, Dun93, Fle95, GHRT98, MS94b, Ral96, Wri91]. **Optimality** [AMS10, Aus10, BT04, BT00a, BE14, BCS99, BH06, CLMP10b, CT02, CdlRT08, CHW12, CNY14, DZ14, DMM06, EW09, FS12, Fgr13, Gfr14, GY14, GJ06, HS11, JLD03, LP06a, MY10, MOC15, Ni05, PY97, RT06, SN07, XY10, YZ97, Ye99, Ye00, YZ10, ZN11, D96, GIJT96, JSC95, NT02, Sta92]. **Optimization** [ABT00, AK08, AFH+13,
AKS00, AD10, AMHL05, AT03, And00, AF01, AMS10, AB08, ANP08, AKK14, AFGG11, AO06, AD06, ACD08, ASZ08, AT06, ACL99, AZ08, BQ15, BBW05, BT00a, BE06, BE14, BTMN01, BYZ00, BHK002, BHK+09, BY11, BNT04, BP05, BC14, BG08, BM14, BLG13, BKT99b, BGG12, BP97, BS98, BIS05, Bou07, BR08, BFGS14, BLO05, BCW14, BCN08, BCN10, CKP12, CLPT06, CKLP07, CCL09, CCLP07, CKP12, CGT10a, CGT14, CT02, CM11, CHLZ12, CNY14, CRY99, CSW12, CGST09a, CVV09, CHP+09, CP01a, CH13, Cru14, CWN10, CO12b, CRJR14, CMV11, DL15, DD98, DZ14, DV97, DEAM97, DR03, DR07, DHR07, DR14, DW15b, DGN12, DL10, DGL10, DSN13, DBW12, EIC09, EA99, EL09, EAV10, EN14, FWKS15, FLP02, FLY11, F108. Optimization [FLLR14, FV07, FS96, FIS10, FGO14, FLS03, FH14, Fle14, FDS09, FB03, FBM13, FV99, Fre03, FS05, FMP14, FHK06, Fuk98, Gfr07, GL12, GL14a, GL01, GMS02, GL03, CSG12, GLT03, GLs05, GM12b, GHZ99, GKR14, GHHL05, GJ99, Gou99, GST05, GLR14, GH15, GST08, GE14, GKV01, Gun14, GJN06, Hab98, HZ06a, HP09, HD02, HPD14, HS10, Har98, HLN08, HK14a, HK02, dM08, HM02, HNP00, HY02, HY06, IY09, Iid12, Iid13, IH14, Io09, IS02a, IS04, ISU12, JY04, JLL09, JL05, JRJ10, JS07, JBAS10, Kas10, Kau99, KKW05, KN08, Kw04, Kw07a, Ki08, Ki10, KS12, Kol05, KLT07, KNS11, Kuc08a, KS05b, LNP08, Las01, Las06a, Las09, Las10, LP10, Las11, Lem98, LS13, Lev00, LT02, LF01, LN07].

Optimization [LNP08, LFLL09, LT10b, LM99, LNQ10, LU97, LY11, LSL0, Lu09, LR08, LSS02, Lu08, LA08, LST07, LSL08, LZ10, Mai15, MC05, MS11a, Mar05, MP14a, MP14b, MSQ98, MM05, MU14, MMBS14, MS11c, MS14, MTZ03, MO07b, MR12, MRS14, MN14, MW09, MA00, MS06a, MAR10, MGGS09, MS02, NYF11, NB01, Nis12, ND10, NL10, NR09, NW12, Nie14, Nol98, OF03, PS10a, PRT02, PTZ05, Pfl10, PP12, PMDL10, PNA10, PC03, QG00, Rag13, RNV09, RHL14, RW12, Roo06, Roo15, RR06, hRK14, SS05, SBD+11, SI13, ST10, SOT09, Sch05, SF11, SDG09, SSSZ10, Sha97, SL14, SBD12, SVD14, SH15, SM14, SKL09a, SKL09b, SQ04, SLM05, SAV14, Sva02, TA98, TW14, Tse03, Tuy00, TMHP06, VVM+09, Van14, VD06, Vog08, V08, V10]. Optimization [KK06, WST10, WG10, WTKR13, Win08, Wri12, Wu96, YY03, YT10, YmZ15, YH01, YL03, YST14, Ye99, Ye00, Ye04, Yin99, YLZ02, YKI04, YM14, Zas00, Zas05, Zas13, ZZ96, ZH04, ZH06, ZY07, ZN11, ZN14a, ZCTW12, Zhu02, ZU11, Zie14, Zo03, dA08, dPRT01, dKL11, vBF11, AI95, And96b, AM94, BNS95, BKT99a, BD93, BL94, BTZ92, CGST93, CDF+94, DEG+91, EA95, GN92, Gi97, GQ95a, GR94, GW93, He95, Io94, JWR94, Ki06, LS91, NS91, NN91a, NT02, Omm94, Ott04, Ove92, PZ94, PY93, RHW93, RS94, RD95, Sch92, SC91, SM91, Ser95, SF95, Sta92, Wri92, Zha94a]. Optimization-Based [SVD14].

Optimizing [HL06, MY09]. Optimum [PZ98, PZ00]. Option [BCM03]. Oracle [CTG12, Omm94]. Oracles [AU14]. Order [AB05, AA06, Aus10, AI11, AI12, BT04, BDS10, BT12, BF08, BCS99, BA13, CT06, CGT12, CT06, CdlRT08, CT12, CB14, CS15, CV09, DHR07, E106, FS12, FSF12, FLT01, Gfr07, Gr11, Gr13, GVA11, GL14b, GNS08, HYF05, HW10, HS06, HM10, Her09, HS11, HN04, KFF09, Lin08, MS03, MS14, MO01, MR12, MOS14, MOC15, MS06b, OC11, PC08, PRT02, PQS01, RT06, RR08, SL14, SXM13, TW14, Tse07, Wal08, WY03, YM14, ZY14, CLM93, Dnm93]. Ordered [BP07, BTMN01]. ordering [AEGS93]. Orderings [Ort93]. Orthogonal
Point [YT10, YST14, YT02, YW02, Yos07, Zas10, Zha98a, Zha98b, ZL01, vdLTY07, Ali95, BF96, CLMS93, DvTY91, Gro95, Gil92, HRV96, HZ06b, JS95, JY94, KKM93, LMS92, McS94, Mei92, Mit94, MTT94, MKT95, MW96, MS11c, NN91b, Pot96, SM91, SG94, TZSW96, Tod92, Wri92, ZTD92, ZTP93, ZT93, Zha94b, Zhu96, ZL03].

Polyhedron [DLW99, DvTY91].
Preliminaries [LS97a]. Prepackaged [KS00]. Preprocessing [KH05, Kea11]. Presence [BT04, Zas10]. Preserving [DQQY02]. Price [MCL10]. Prices [BCM03]. Pricing [BPS06]. Primal [AZ05, AHO98, BER03, BER04, BF08, BH41a, BCH14, CLO14, Chu09, CP01b, FG98, Fre03, GG03, GLTP98, GOST01, Gre00, Gu00, HIK03, HSW14, JR08, JS00, KR02, LS04, LMO06, LSZ98, ML05, MS00, MS03, MT99, NO09, NT98, NS14, PRT02, PS98, Pot08, TWB+03, Toh00, Tütt03, WST10, Wir00, YY03, YT10, ZR93, dPRT01, GT92, Ius91, Meh92, MTT94, MKT95, Mon98, Wir95, ZTD92, ZT93, Zhu95, Mon97, Zha98a].

Primal-Dual [AHO98, BER04, BF08, BH41a, BCH14, CLO14, Chu09, CP01b, FG98, Fre03, GG03, GLTP98, GOST01, Gre00, Gu00, HIK03, HSW14, JR08, JS00, KR02, LS04, LMO06, LSZ98, ML05, MS00, MS03, MT99, NO09, NT98, NS14, PRT02, PS98, Pot08, TWB+03, Toh00, Tütt03, Wir00, YY03, YT10, ZR93, dPRT01, AZ05, ZR93, Meh92, MTT94, MKT95, Mon98, ZTD92, ZT93, Zhu95].

Principle [BP07, BCM03, ILR01, LN11b, MTZ03, RSS14, Naz91]. Probabilistic [BSV14, BNT04, DSP10, GE14, HAN11, Hen15, KL10, LA08, vAH14]. Probabilistically [LS05]. Probabilities [BJS07, ST03]. Probability [BP05, BW02, BCM03, HP07, MS06b, PW05, Pic13, Wat00, WBME14].

Probability-One [BW02, Wat00, WBME14]. Problem [ABT00, AY08, AFS01, Ans00, BB10, BTC08, BV10, BR97, BBV02, BH14, CFP05, CKP00, Cap02, CCLW14, CB07, CF14, CD14, CDF+94, FV07, FdOF07, Fle01, GH14, HLTW14, IY09, Iid12, Jan06, JRS10, KSH97, KSS99, Lao11, LdQ11, Lim11, LM05, MP302, MB08, MN96, MP14c, MBW09, PRRL97, PR07a, Pfe08, QZ08, Ray97, RT05, RT06, Rot09, RN98, SBD+11, SCR00, Sim11, SS01, Sta04, TMHP06, Wac14, WLZY07, XZ14a, YF00, Yi08, ZG03, ZY14, AEGS93, Bon97, DyTY91, Gar93, HP94, Hen95, HH96b, JSC95, JSV91, L93a, LT92, Man91, McS94, MPW95, NN11b, SM93, Wan95, Zha94b, dKPS09a, dKPS09b]. Problems [AKS00, ANRV04, AMHL05, AM00, AGJ00, Att96, ACP11b, AT00, AST10, AZ08, BBN14, BT00a, BTB12, BP12, BTZ07, BTNR02, BHK02, BKH09, BHK00, Ber97, BPT97, Blon2, BW02, BGP09, BKT99b, BGG+12, BS98, BD10, BH15, BK10, BCGH08, CKP12, CL09, CHT10a, CHT14, CT02, CdR08, CHW12, CT12, CH97, CX99, CQT03, CX08, CLO14, CY10, Cru14, CNW10, DIS04, DD98, DP00, DGJ09, DHR07, DGL10, EN14, FS97, FK10, FCF07, FLY11, FI08, FK00, FMW96, FFG99, FB00, FG04b, FLT01, Ger08, Ger11, Gf07, GSG12, GLX96, GHH05, GS07, GLN07, GACD14, GSZ14, GJN06, HYF05, HW10, Her09, HL14, HK06, HKK11, dm08, HZ06b, HP09, IRPT00, ILR01, IK00, IS02c, IS04, ISU12, JRT97, JGS98, JRS10, Kan14, KP99].

Problems [KF99, KWT14, KK05, KTP98, KP98, KSX08, Kor00, KR02, KR03, Lao00, LM02, LR10, Lev02, LF01, LN09, LF00, LT96, LM99, LP06b, LLS06, LFJ+11, Luc02, LPV05, LS08b, LB00, MN09, Mal07, MC05, MS11b, MP10, MG98, MS11c, MS12, MW97, MS06a, MAR10, MGGS09, NARS14, Nem04, NV99, Nes12, NS14, PS10a, PZ98, PZ00, PZ03, PNA10, PQS01, Pot08, Pot12, Pyt98, Qr09, RSS14, RG00, RFNP14, RQMG12, RM08, RPK03, RR08, Sch09, SW11, SU14, SDGM99, SSSZ10, Sha97, SS97, SL14, So07, SH07, SW98, SSQ04, TF96, TW14, TZW02, Tr05, Tsch97b, Tuy00, Ulb01, V105, VOG08, Voi08, WKKM06, WJ00, WST10, Wir00, Wir02, YH01, YZZ97, Ye99, Ye00, Ye04, Yos07, Zha94a, ZC00, Zha00, ZC09, Zha98b, ZY07, ZT98, ZC10].
Problems
[ZCT10, Zhu02, dKL11, vAS14, vdLTY07, AM94, BCT93, BKT99a, BD93, BH95, Bur92, CL92, Dax92, DHLN92, DL91, DFKS11, Dun93, FMS94, GMR91, GIJT96, Gow92, Hei93, Hus94, IK92, IK96, Kan96, KSW94, KKM93, KN93, Li93b, MMZ95, MS94a, Mel96, MT91, Out94, PR95, PR93, PY93, Ra96, Rot92, Sar95, Sta92, Tiy96, TM95, YY95, Zen91, ZCT10, ZTP93, ZT96, dRT92].

Procedure
[IPRT00, Lau01, Mel96].

Procedures
[Che05, GL14a, MW94].

Process
[SFP11].

Processes
[GS01, HN07].

Processing
[CK98, KB05, processor
[GR94].

Product
[BCWW15, Hus94].

production
[HH96b].

production-transportation
[HH96b].

Products
[Sab11, Tse92].

Profiles
[DMM06].

Program
[FT02, FT07, Gre00, Las02, NK01, SKC12, WKKM06, XSL11, Fre95, War96].

Programming
[AHO98, AB12, Ani00, Ani02, Ani05b, Ans98, Ans99, AKK14, AD00, AD04, AJ09, AH05, BC09, Bec07, Bec97, BT97, BTKN99, BOT06, BNT04, BH03, BZ04, BCW08, BEET12, BPS99, BMW10, BHS15, Bur03, BL09, BHN99, BGNW05, CT06, CLPT99, CLMP10a, CLMP10b, CGT11, CB00, Cha02, CS08b, CKS15, CF01, Che01, CWH06, Chm06, CHY10, CCO2, CHF+09, CR04, CO12b, DMZ12, DY04, Den14, DSD12, DT98, Dos97, DFS03, ER05, FLN10, Fay96, FGL+02, Fie12, FB15, FS08, FG98, FLT03, Fus14, GL14b, GM12a, GV15, GS98, Gon14, GT97b, GKV3, GOST01, Gu00, GVSJ10, GNL11, GJR08, Gür10, GL08a, HW10, HTY12, HLWY14, HR00, HL08b, HY96, Jan04, JL10, JPR99, JKW15, JS11, Kiw07b, Kor00, LMT09, Las04, LT01, LM02, LLD+02].

Programming
[LSW06, LZH14, LFW98, LNQY10, LY11, LL09, LMO06, LY07, LFJ+11, Luc02, LW08b, LPS05, LSZ98, MNP96, MNP98, MR10, MM08, MPRW09, Man04, Möö7a, Möö10, MP4a, Mia96, MS11b, MP10, MG98, Mon97, MT98, MT99, MT03, MN14, MOC15, MW06, NJLS09, NLTQ06, OW06, OSS11, Pan05, PC08, PVZ07a, PW07, PS98, PR07b, Pyt98, RTW97, RKG08, RV06, SD00, SZ14, ST09, SKL09b, ST15, TF96, TWP+03, TTT98, Toh00, Tse97a, Tse03, Tse07, VD05, Voi08, WB05a, WB05b, WJ00, WZYB08, WAT00, Wri98, Wri99, Wri00, Wri01, WT04, Wri05, XU06, YZZ07, YW02, ZA14, ZZ96, Zha98a, ZH06, ZWL10, ZST10, ZCTW12, dE12, dP02, dKPS09a, dKPS09b, dKL10, dKL11, dKP12, Ali95, AB95, An96, Bar93, BT94a, BD93, BL95, BL93, Bos93, Boy95, Bur92, CH93a, Den00].

programming
[Eck94, FKMNO0, GV94, GLW91, Gon91b, Gon91a, GT92, GHS95, Hei96, HRVW96, Ius91, JS95, JY94, Jey91, KK92, KN93, Lag93, LS93, LP93, LMS92, MMZ95, McS94, Mel96, Mit94, MKT95, Mon98, MT91, MP95, Naz91, Pot96, Pow95, Ren95, SG94, Tod92, TM95, Wri91, ZTD92, ZT93, Zha96, ZVR93, Zht95, dR92, dT92].

Programs
[Ani05a, Ani05b, BK12, BPL12, BYZ00, BZ08, Bol14, BJS07, BD09, BMZ01, BV06, BK10, Cal10, CG08, CKL+14, CB14, CWS15, CC14, CO12a, DO06, DFNS05, DR00, EOL98, Ent96, EJ06, FJS98, Fis99, FLRS06, FT08, FKS02, FSF12, FP98, Grf13, Grf14, GVA11, GJLVP14, GNS08, GK96, GR12, GLY12, GY14, GLY14, HNO15, HAN11, HRS06, HLL98, HK99, HS11, dMM10, HMP+08, Ios01, IPS11, IS08, JR08, JLD03, JR00, KDB09, KN02, KN04, KN05, KFF09, KS10, S14, KK05, Kül08b, LS05, Las02, LLCN06, LS97b, LP06a, LZ03, LS04, LXL11, LX14, LPR98, Mat05, MÖ09, MX06, MZ99, MP07, MLLB08, MN13, MOS14, NS07, OHF12, OC11, Pat98, Pul97, Pul00, RDV12, RB05, Rev97, RW07, RP12, SFM14, Sch01].

Programs
[Sch96, ST03, Sch98, SdM00, SA04, SW14, SU10, SK98, SXMW13].
Progressive [McB98].
Progress [McB98].
Project [BV06, Che05, Lau01].
Projected [BMR00, Hei96, NLQT06, SU15, SY13, ZC09, Gar93, Gur94, ZR93].
Projection [AM12, Alv04, BF08, BLY14, CS08a, Dai06, KL97, KCS97, LH04, Man99, Tse97a, Tse98, LT93, Tse91].
Projection-Based [KCS97].
Projection-like [AM12].
Projection-Proximal [Alv04, Tse97a].
Projections [BCGH08, CH02, Dos97, GN11, CGST93, Sha94].
Projective [Pan05, GV94, SG94].
Projectors [BWWX15].
Proof [Bar08, KS91].
Proofs [DG09].
Proper [Qiu08].
Properties [ABF14, CS15, CGST96a, CGST96b, CGT10b, DHL+99, Dai02, DL01, FFK98b, KS14, LRWW98, LW15, LPR98, PR96, Sch01, TWB+03, BT94b, GN92, Kan96, Pow95].
Property [AGH10, DY99, DK13, DLW99, HP07, NYF11, OC11, Zas13].
Proportioning [Dos97].
Provably [LL00].
Provided [ANRV04].
Prox [ACP11b, BBN14, Luk08, Nem04].
Prox-Method [Nem04].
Prox-Penalization [ACP11b].
Prox-Regular [Luk08].
Proximal [Alv04, AFGF14, ARS07, AT06, BGLW08, BIS05, BI98, BD10, Cab05, CL14, CP08, CC02, CY14, DT98, FK00, Har09, HS10, IPS03, JST12, KT03, KRR99, Kiw06, Kiw07b, LSS14, LM12, MOT95, MM08, MS10, MS12, MS14, PC08, PLS08, ST14, TY12, TEB97, TDK14, Tse97a, WST10, XZ14a, XZ14b, YF00, YST14, Zas10, ZN14b, dEH01, BT94a, CT93, GiÌl92, Kiw96, Zhu96].
Proximal-Gradient [XZ14a].
Proximal-Like [PC08, TEB97, CT93].
Proximal-Projection [Kiw07b].

**Proximal-Type** [KT03].

**Proximities** [PRT02].

**Proximity** [FFG04, MST11, PTZ05].

**Pseudospectra** [LP08].

**Pseudospectral** [GO12].

**Public** [BPS06].

**Pump** [BBEET12, DLR14].

**Pure** [ZK14, Wri95].

**purpose** [NS91].

**Pursuit** [SMG14].

**PVM** [CF01].

**QP** [CWH06, QQ00].

**QP-Free** [CWH06, QQ00].

**Quadratic** [Ani00, Ani02, Ans00, AKK14, BT00a, BE06, Bec07, BTRN02, BC14, Bo14, BM08, BDPP14, BHS15, BMZ01, BL09, BCW14, BGNW05, CX99, CL96b, CI02, CJRW14, DZ07, Dos97, DFS03, DK10, DL13, Fay96, Fay06, FLT03, GVA11, Gon14, GT97b, Gun14, Hag01, HLNZ08, JLL09, JK15, KN05, KL10, Kuc08a, KR03, LT01, LTY12, LS97b, LSW06, LY11, Loc15, LMO06, LFJ+11, LPR98, LS98b, LSZ04, LSTZ07, LZ10, LB00, MNP98, MP10, MT98, PRL97, PY97, RQMG12, SK12, SV07, Sor97, SK98, SZ98, TF96, TY12, Tse03, WT04, XSLZ11, XHL14, YY03, YmZS15, YZ03, ZH06, Ans96, AFGG11, BD93, BL95, CLMS93, CH93a, CH93b, FM94b, GLW91, He96, LS93, Li96, Mar94, MMZ95, MT91, MP95, NN01, Tha93, ZTD92, ZR93, Zhu95].

**Quadratically** [Ani02, AKK14, FLT03, LFJ+11, SP97, XHL14, GLW91, PY93].

**Quadrature** [CRY99].

**Qualification** [GVJS10, IS02b, JLD03, Li97, LJ02, LN03, LN05a, SN07, VR05].

**Qualification-Free** [SN07].

**Qualifications** [AHSS12, FLN10, IS04, Kan14, KS10, LNS00, LNP08, LZ14, Ye00, ZN04, ZN07b].

**Quantitative** [AW93, BS98, LRX14].

**Quantum** [BBW05].

**Quartic** [LZ10, QWY04].

**Quasi** [AH05, BCW08, CP15, FB300, GL01, HR12, HR14b, KAU99, LZH14, LW08a, MSQ98, MN00, MO07b, SY13, SH97, ZW12b, ZNW99, BLN92, EM91, Fee91, Gil97, LN93, TK96, ZN93].

**Quasi-Cauchy** [ZNW99].

**Quasi-Convex** [ZNW99].
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[FB00, AH05, TK96]. Quasi-Fejér [CP15].
Quasi-Newton
[GL01, Kau99, LW08a, MSQ98, MN00, SH97,
BLN92, EM91, Fle91, Gil97, LN93, ZNB+93].
Quasi-nonexpansive [SY13].
Quasi-Relative [BCW08]. Quasi-Slater
[LZH14]. Quasi-subsmooth [ZW12b].
Quasi-variational [HR12, HR14b, MO07b].
Quasiconvex [BGJ12, DHML01, LP06a].
quasidefinite [Van95]. Quasimonotone
[AG14]. Quasimonotonicity
[CH94]. Quickest [Fle01].

Rachford [BH14a, HLWY14]. Radial
[FB03, KM09, WS11]. Radiation
[RADK05]. Radio [BBF+04].
Radiosurgery [FLS03]. Radius
[GO12, WD05]. Random [ALR03, Cal10,
CCH05, CP15, HR12, HR14b, MO07b].
Randomized [BBN14, CG08, DSP10,
DBW12, GHHL05, JRJ10, SFM14]. Rank
[BMZ01, BKS96, CGT14, CSPW11, CNW10,
DG09, DV14, JBAS10, MS11b, MMBS14,
SU15, SVD14, TY11, Van14, BT94b, Bos93,
FRW11, KBS93, LdQ11]. Rank-Deficient
[CGT14, CNW10].
Rank-One [BKS96, DV14, Bos93, KBS93].
Rank-Sparsity [CSPW11]. Rank-Two
[BMZ01, BT94b]. Raphson [HN05]. Rapid
[BLMH06, BCW14, WR05]. Rate
[BLY14, CY14, Kue08a, LV98, N009,
Nem04, SdM00, ST14, TY12, Ins91, Tse91].
Rates
[AHO98, CR97, HN07, dM08, Sch96, Yin99].
Rational [EZ10]. Rays [GdW00]. Real
[GE14, Lns05, Nie14, SBD12, Vel15].
realization [Gil97]. Realizations [GHR14].
Reconstruction [JS00, No98]. Recourse
[GN08, RvdVH15, Sch96, ST03, SR96].
Recursive [GST08, YLZ02].
Redistributed [HS10]. Reduced
[AW00, CT06, CK99, GL01, GL03, Kau99,
XB99, BNS95, Gil97, Kup96, LT93].
reduced-gradient [LT93].
Reduced-Hessian [GL01, GL03].
Reducibility [DG09]. reducible [DMZ94].
Reducing [AILT14, Bar93]. Reduction
[BR08, FdOF07, Ins01, JH14, JS11, MP99,
PRRL97, TAW06, Tit03, XSLZ11, XZ14b,
YM14, BT94, Fre95, Gon91b, MKT95,
Ye92, dRV92]. Reduction-Based
[PRRL97]. Reductions [KW10].
Refinements [vdLT10]. Reflected
[Ma15]. Reflective [CL96b]. Reflective
[Den97, KR11, MM11, Sab11].
Reformulation [AM00, DZ14, FF98b].
Reformulations [AZ08, IS02c, PTJY10].
Regime [YKI04]. Region
[ANP08, BS14, BP97, BA13, BKS96,
CN14, CGST96b, CSV09, DV97, DEAM97,
DEAW99, EA99, EG10, FGL702, For05,
GLRT99, GST05, GST08, HV01, HR14a,
HM02, JFQS98, Kau99, KS99, LMT09,
LM02, LY07, Ni05, QSS03, RSS00, hRK14,
TA98, Tse02, Ubo10, WD05, Wal08, WS11,
WT04, ZA14, Bur92, CL96a, CGST93,
EA95, EGG90, Qi95, Sar95, SW95, WZ95].
Regions [Lu14]. Registration [CKS15].
Regression [BLG13, GP04, HPD14, RR15,
SFP11, YZ13, LS93]. Regular
[Den00, Luk08, PRT02, PTJ05, Tr05].
Regularity
[AAI07, BCW08, CKL07, CS08b, DR96,
DL13, EA99, FF98b, Fud14, GO12, HL14,
Iof11, IS02b, Li97, LNP07, LNR14b, MPR10,
NT08, ZFL06, ZN04, ZN08, ZN15, Wan95].
Regularization
[BC05, BBT06, BC14, BH15, CGT14, FT08,
HYF05, KDB09, KS12, KS14, LS97a, LV07,
LXL11, MPRW09, MZGS08, NW12,
PTJY10, RG00, Sch01, Sch12, TY12, Wan11,
WDST14, YST14, IK92]. Regularizations
[MB14]. Regularized
[CGT10a, CW14, CWW15, KXS08, MX06,
OH12, PR96, Qi99, WR12, Dax92].
Related [AT00, BM02, FS97, OR02, SH97,
WDST14, DUN93]. Relating [Chu03].
Relation [ZNW99]. Relations [BWY10, EF02, MS06b, ZT92].
Relationship [HN07, Zha96]. Relative [BCW08, GTdS06, Luk08, Ric11, Dix91].
Relatives [dCST15]. Relaxation [BHKM14, BPT97, BMZ01, CBJF97, Che05, Ch13, FK00, HLNZ08, KKW09, KL10, Kiw07b, Las14, LFJ*11, LZ10, MLLB08, MST11, SU10, Tse03, Tse07, Wri12, DFNS05, PR93]. Relaxation-Based [MLLB08]. Relaxations [Ans00, BDPP14, BV06, DW10, GVA11, GR03, HLTW14, KH05, Kea11, KKW05, KT00, Las04, Las06a, Lau01, LNQY10, MCB09, ND09, NW12, PNA10, SL14, WKKM06, WZYB08, ZCTW12, dKPS09a, dKPS09b, dKL11, PR95]. Relax [Alv04, CS08a, MS11b]. Relaxed [Alv04, CS08a, MS11b]. Rem [CGT14]. Remarks [Li93a]. Remediation [Kel99]. Renormings [LPT07]. Reoptimization [GG03]. Representability [HN09]. Representable [NPS10]. Representation [BF08, HW07]. Representations [GWZ15, KW10, RV06, VS10, Den00]. Rescaling [dEH01]. Residual [CWZ12, RR15, TK02]. Resolution [AFS01, FMS04]. Resolvent [Wan11]. Resolvents [BWW12, Sab11]. Resolving [Fle14]. Resource [CJ998, GKPV01, LdF08]. Respect [QZ08]. Restoration [BFMS14]. Restricted [HL08a, Kiw96, LPW12]. Result [AG14, Zas00, Fle91]. Results [AHO98, BW05, CT12, Cel07, Ent96, EL10, FJS10, G507, GO12, HL08a, KN02, KN04, KS10, KLT07, MS03, SU15, Tse03, YZ03, AW04, Luc92, S292]. Retractions [AM12, BC03]. Reverse [BCT93, Jey03, Lem98]. Reverse-Convex [Jey03]. Revised [Pan05, SE99]. Revisited [Rot09]. Revisiting [Kol05]. Reweighted [Bec15, BDMS09, BCWW15, FRW11, ZL12]. Riemannian [LMWY11, RW12, SI13, Van14]. Right [GST11, Gre00, HCH12, KRT07]. Right-Hand [GST11, HCH12, KRT07]. Right-Hand-Side [Gre00]. Rigid [GAP08, TP02]. Rigidity [ZSY10]. Rigorous [Jan04]. Rim [GHRT98]. Risk [Cal07, ER05, FWKS15, GR12, LLS05, OR02, Pic13, RR15, ST03]. Risk-Adjusted [LLS05]. Risk-Averse [FWKS15]. Ritz [KS05b]. Robust [Az08, Bn97, BTR02, BLO05, Cal07, Cdl14, Eol98, EL14, GV15, GLVP14, Hmn10, HF14, Ios01, Jl10, LLD+02, LS04, LX14, MP14a, MP14c, Njl10, Shc14, Vvm+09, Bur92, EA95]. Role [ZM96]. Rotation [GH15]. rotundity [BL94]. Rounding [IPRT00]. Routing [Ll00, RT05]. Row [HAN11, ZC91]. row-action [ZC91]. Rows [AWW09]. Rule [BM98a, GJ99, Luc02, Tse98, WJ00, ZN07a]. Rules [BPL12, DS12, HLZ08, Har98, LN11a, Ye04]. running [CD92].

Saddle [BBN14, CLO14, HZ06b, MS11c, Nem04, SLMO5]. Saddle-Point [BBN14, HZ06b, MS11c]. Salesman [BM02, dKPS09a, dKPS09b, HP94, JSV91]. salesmen [BCQW95]. Sample [CWZ12, EN14, GP04, KSdM01, LA08, MX06]. Sampling [BLO05, CV07, GR12, dM08, Kiw07a, Kiw10]. Sampling-Based [GR12]. Satisfy [Aus10]. Scalable [CJSY07, ZA14]. Scalarization [Eic09, Kas10, Quo8]. Scalarizing [LPV05]. Scale [AT03, BN14, BY00, BH03, BK79b, Bhn99, CB14, DGN12, DNSD13, FJS98, FLP02, FM97, For05, GMS02, GL03, Gou99, GST11, Ios01, JST12, JS00, LNP98, LRR98, Mai15, Nes12, NS14, NLQT06, NW12, Pyt98, Ray97, Ric11, RSS00, SD00, Sor97, Tk02, Toh03, WG10, XS99, AM94, BNS95, BKT79a, Dmn93, GMR91, GR94, NN91a, Ove92, RD95]. Scaled [HL02, Lev02, NT98, ZCD00, dPRT01].
Scaling [CB00, GLHZ11, IS02a, JRT97, MT98, Pot08, KK92, Lag93, LN93, Mas97, MW96, RV93, Rot92, TM95], Scenarios [MP14b], Schedule [CF99], Scheduling [CKL97, CJK98, Rot09, AEQS93], Scheme [BTT96, CBJF97, KDB09, LZ10, Sch01, SU10, Vii05, Wu96, DFNS05, EA95], Scenarios [MP14b], Schedule [CF99], Scheduling [CKL97, CJK98, Rot09, AEQS93], Scheme [BTT96, CBJF97, KDB09, LZ10, Sch01, SU10, Vii05, Wu96, DFNS05, EA95].

Schrijver [Che05, Lau01], SDLCP [SSK98], SDP [JST12, KKW09, Las06a, LM04, NW12, SSK98], SDP-Relaxations [Las06a].

SDPs [BPC11]. Search [Abr05, AA06, ANRV04, AF01, ALR03, AD00, AD04, AD06, ACD08, AJD08, AILT14, BGP90, BPS99, BK10, CV07, DK13, DLT03, GV14, Har98, KN02, KN04, KSS99, KT04, Ko10, KLT07, LT99, LT00, LM05, PW06, SU15, SK06, SSK98, TOL00, Tse99, WB05a, WB05b, WG10, ZH04, DIPRT01, dBDH07, And96b, DEG+91, DT91, MW94, Tor91].

Searches [AD03], Selecting [MR10].


Semi [BK10, CLPT99, CJKLP07, CLMP10a, CLMP10b, CKL+14, CHY10, FS08, GAP08, GJLPV14, GVJS10, GJR08, Gür10, HW10, JS97, JS11, Kan14, LP10, LNS00, LZH14, LFW98, LW08b, MP14a, MLLB08, MN13, NKT10, NLTQ06, OHF12, PQS01, RPK03, ST09, VR05, ZWL10, ZY07, ZW12b, GHS95, JRW94, KN93].

Semi-Algebraic [LP10], Semi-Implicit [GAP08]. Semi-Infinite [BK10, CLPT99, CJKLP07, CLMP10a, CLMP10b, FS08, GJLPV14, GVJS10, Gür10, HW10, JS97, JS11, Kan14, LNS00, LFW98, LW08b, MP14a, MLLB08, OHF12, PQS01, ST09, ZWL10, CKL+14, CHY10, GJR08, LZH14, MN13, NKT10, NLTQ06, RPK03, VR05, ZY07, ZW12b, GHS95, JRW94, KN93].

Semialgebraic [BLY14, EZ10, JPT13, Las09, Sch05, VS10].

Semicontinuity [LP98].

Semicoercive [KP98]. Semicontinuity [DLV10, LW08b, GLT97].

Semiconvex [CH13, NZ01, PZ98].

SemiDefinite [JRT97, AHO98, ANs00, AW00, BTN97, BTKNZ99, BYZ00, BNT04, BPS09, Bur03, CS08b, CKS15, CQ03, CSW12, Chau06, CR04, DT98, DFW15, EOL98, Fay96, FKS02, Fus14, GV15, GS98, Gu00, GWZ15, GL08a, HD02, HLNZ08, HR00, HNS00, IPS11, JPS99, JL05, JBAS10, KN02, KN04, KN05, KTT15, KL10, Kiw07b, KS09, KSS99, KW10, Las02, Las14, Laut01, LM02, LL+02, LT01b, LNYQ10, LM05, LSZ98, LZ10, MPRW09, Mat05, MO07a, MP10, Mon97, MT99, NF01, OG03, PA14, PVZ07a, PW07, PS98, RTW97, RV06, Sim11, SL14, SKL09b, SSQ04, TT98, Toh00, TZS02, TK02, Toh03, Tse03, WKMM06, WZY08, XHL14, Zha98a, 32
ZH06, ZST10, ZVP06, dE14, dPRT01, dKPS09a, dKPS09b, dKL10, dKL11, dKP12, Ali95, FKM00, HRVW96, Mon98.

Semidefinite [NPS10].

Semilinear [CdlRT08, CHW12].

Semiproximal [STY15].

Semismooth [FFK98b, HIK03, HH06, KFF09, LdQ11, MU14, Sch08, Sta04, ST09, Ulb01, Ulb03].

Sensing [AI11, AI12].

Sensitivity [AC02, DMZ12, DHR07, DR14, GG08, Gre00, GYZ14, GLYZ14, Lew02, MCL10, MS94b, YT02, Io94].

Sensor [CJSY07, KKW09, KW10, Tse07, WZYB08, ZSY10].

sensors [AW94].

Separable [BPT97, BCU00, DNSD13, DK10, GV15, HTY12, Kuc08a, PS10a, SK98, SAV14, Sva02, dEH01, CH94, GW93, KSW94, YG91].

Separated [Pul00].

Separation [Kas10, ZN11].

Separator [GHW08].

Sequence [ZW12a, Ans91].

Sequences [HNP00].

Sequential [AMS10, Ani02, BPL12, BBTT12, BL95, BCW14, CO12b, CJRW14, DSD12, Fle12, FLT03, GPR02, Har98, HR12, JLD03, JK15, LT01, LD01, LV11, LLS10, PW98, SKL09b, WT04, YLQ03, AEGS93, Hei96, MP95].

Set-functions [LS91].

Set-valued [ACN15, GJ99, LN11b, PZ98, PW00, PW03, PW05].

Sets [AH05, AZ08, BM14, BMR00, BCS99, BM98b, BLY14, BCWW15, CH15, CG10b, DW15a, DW11, Din98, DR96, EZ10, FL08, FG04a, Fre03, GHH05, GJR08, Ginn14, GWW15, HN09, HW07, KTO0, Las11, Lew02, LN02, LN05b, LNP07, LN14b, Lim11, Lov11, MM05, NPS10, RS11, Sch05, Sch05, Vei15, Vog08, VS10, ZN08, NZ11, ZW12a, ACC93, GK99, MS94b, ZT92].

Several [LH04].

Shadow [GHW08].

Shadows [DPW15, SS15].

Shah [Wan95].

Shannon [BH95].

Shape [BHK02, BHK09, CHP01, DQQY02, DQQY02, DQQY02].

Shape-Preserving [DQQY02].

Shaped [HOR99].

Sharing [GPV01].

Sharing [KTB08, GK99].

Simplex [ABGJ14, AWW09, AM00, CV07, LRWW98, Loc15, McK98].

Simplicial [DQQY02].

Simplicity [TB08, G99].

Simulated [CF99, Fie00, Nau02, Fox95].

Simulation [Din98, SFP11, GK95b].

Simultaneous [Gre00, Hol04].

Single [ASZ08, AGH10, AG14, BTC08, CJK97, CJK98, Ei06, SCR99].

Single-Cone [Ei06].

Single-Directional [AGH10].

Single-Objective [ASZ08].

Single-Sink [SCR99].

Single-Valuedness [AG14].

Singular [CCS10, CNQ97, IC00, ISO2c, Lov11, SI13].

Singularity [LP93].

Sink [SCR99].

Size [BHV97, FV07, SX99, Bar93].

Sized [YMT04].

Sized-Broyden [YMT04].

Sizing [Sta99, YMT04].

Skew [BAC11].

Skipping [KON98].

Slater [DLW99, LH14].

Sliding [LV07].

Slip [DO06].

Slope [BHMK14].

Slowly [Cabo05].

Small [EL10, ND09].

Smooth [AST10, BGP09, BM98a, BM98b, BFMS14,
SQP-Semismooth [HH06]. SQP-Type [DJV06]. Square [MC05]. Squared [SSQ04]. Squares [BBT06, Bec15, Ber96, Ber97, BDMS09, BCWW15, CGT14, EZ10, FRW11, GLT04, GLN07, GSW97, KKWo55, Las05, Las06b, PA14, RV06, RM08, Sch06, VS08, WKKM06, XZ14a, ZCD00, ZCS10, ZC10, vdBF11, Hei93, Hus94, KSW94, YY95]. Stability [AHO98, AW94, AAZ15, BCL07, BS98, CPS07, CLPT99, CLMP10a, CS15, DR00, DHR07, DR14, DGL10, DL13, GLT97, GLdS05, GTdS06, GLY12, Har09, JR98, JRS10, K¨uc08b, LTY12, LPR00, Lev02, LZ13, LRX14, Mal07, Mat05, MO07b, MR12, MRS14, MN14, MOS14, MOC15, NT08, NK10, PVZ07a, PR98, RV09, VVM+09, ZN15, dp02, AW93, JR94, RS96]. Stabilization [LRR98]. Stabilized [GR14]. Stable [Dah99, FLY11, GR03, JR10, LFLL09, SKC12, ZN15]. Stage [BJS07, DR00, FWKS15, LXL11, M¨O07a, M¨O09, M¨O10, OSS11, XY10, ZK14, CM11]. Stagnation [Kel99]. Staircase [Ent96]. Standard [KNP98]. Start [YW02, Fre95]. starting [BF96]. Starts [JKW15]. State [BCL07, BLHM06, CdlRT08, Ger08, Ger11, Her09, HK10, HSW14, KU15, Mal07, PZ03, RT06, Sch09, SW11, Tr05]. State-Constrained [BCL07]. Static [HMW13]. Stationarity [HMW13, HK09, KLT07, Wa14]. Stationary [AA06, FT02, FT07, G¨un14, JR10, KK05, Mat05, vdLTY06, DvTY91, HSS93, Sch92]. Statistical [LW08a]. Statistics [SM99]. Steady [BLHM06]. Steady-State [BLHM06]. Steepest [CT13, CGT10a, CC02, Fle98, Mur03, Zhu95]. Steepest-Edge [Fle98]. Steiner [BM02, CBJF97, FaOF07]. Step [AFFG14, BHG07, CVV00, EGG09, EG10, GLR14, MT03, PS97, Roo06, Roo15, SZ98, Ans96, Gon91b, Gon91a, GT92, Kiw96, KKM93, TM95, Wri95, dRV92, dRT92]. Stepping [CW14, GAP08, TP02]. steps [GV94]. Stepsize [Tse98, dEH01, Mas97]. Sterilization [KSO0]. Stochastic [AFH+13, BPL12, BZ08, BJS07, BCNN11, CCL09, Che01, CM11, CWZ12, CSW15, CDL14, CS15, CP15, CHP+09, DL15, Den14, DR00, DR03, DHR07, DR14, DW15b, Din98, DBW12, ER05, EN14, FWKS15, FCF07, GL12, GL14a, GL14b, GSG12, GNS08, GHZ99, GR12, HNO15, HRS06, dMO8, dMM10, KsdM01, Ki6c08b, LY98, LZ03, LXL11, LRX14, LW15, Lu14, LW08b, Lu08c, MO07a, M¨O09, M¨O10, MX06, MP07, MS06b, NL14, NJLS09, OR02, OSS11, Plf10, PP12, RNV09, RS11, RW07, Rot09, RR08, Sch96, ST03, Sch98, SZ14, SdM00, SA04, SXMW13, XZ14b, Xu06, XY10, Yin99, YLZ02, YK04, ZC09, ZK14, dE14, And96b, AW94, BM94, BQ95, DJ93, Den00, JY9Z94, RS94, RS96]. Stochastically [CSW12]. Stock [YLZ02]. Stokes [HH06]. Stopping [BPL12, Har98]. Storage [Kau99]. Strategies [GHHL05, MCL10, NW09, PMLD10, YW02, LN93]. Strategy [BHHK00, HK03, KR02]. Stratifiable [BDLS07]. Strength [AWW09]. Strict [CM10, KN05, KFF09, ST09]. Strictly [Gre00, HLWY14, LS97b, SK98]. Strips [ET07]. Strong [AZ09, BE06, BL94, CS08b, DY90, DLW99, DR96, DL13, ET07, FM13, HMW13, HK09, JL10, KT03, KS14, KK05, Lj02, LN03, LN05b, LNP07, MP97, Mat05, NT06, RNV97, Rev97, SW14, TBW+03, Wa14]. Strong- [MP97]. Strongly [GL12, GL14a, IPRT00, JR10, LB00]. Structural [AK08, CSW15]. Structure [DSS09, DJS13, GSG12, GLN01, MS00, SL14, SAV14, CL92, Hen95, HSS93, Hus94, RW93]. structure-exploiting [CL92]. Structured [BBN14, Com14, CGST96b, CVV99, GKPV01, KSW94, MS03, WKKM06, ZC10, JY9Z94]. Structures
Studies [FGM12]. Study [BER04, CCLW14, FWKs15, Pul97, Bon97, KBS93, NN91a]. Subanalytic [BDL07]. Subcubic [HL11]. subdifferentiable [MLRR93]. Subdifferential [BQ95, CD00, DHML01, DL13, EL09, HLZ08, HJ02, LN11a, MR12, TZ10]. Subdifferentials [CT13, CHY10, KM09, MO01, MN13, ZN15, BD02]. Subgradient [Bac15, BWWX15, BDL07, BCGH08, Cru14, JRJ10, Kiw04, Kiw06, Kiw08, NB01, NO09, NL14, NS14, RNV09, SY13, dF09]. Subgradients [BDLS07, ND10]. Subject [BCU00, BMW10, CCL09, CL96b, DK10, HH06, HK10, Mal07, Sha97, Sor97, CL96a]. Subjets [BDS10]. Sublevel [AH05]. Sublinear [GIJT96]. Submatrices [DV14]. Suboptimal [GSG12]. Subproblem [AZ09, CJSY07, CY99, For05, GLRT99, RSS00, TA98, MP95]. Subproblems [BA13, BCWW15, IS10, Ni05, SW95]. Subregularity [Gfr11, Gfr13, LM12, ZN07b, ZN10, ZN14a]. Subset [BZ04, CKP00]. Subsets [BTMN01]. Subsmooth [ZN08, ZN09, ZW12b]. Subspace [EG10, FH14, ML05, RFNP14]. Subspace-Based [ML05]. Substitution [HTY12]. Subsystem [Pf08]. Successive [ACS14, BZ08, BGNW05, KT00, MGGS09, RHL14, TF96]. Sufficient [AZ09, CT02, CdiRT08, EW09, FS12, HS06, HN09, Ke19, LP06b, MM11, NYF11, PS10b, Pot14, RT06, WY01, Zas05, War92]. Sum [BH14a, CKP00, EZ10, Las05, Las06b, PA14, QZ00, RV06, XY97, XY00, And96a]. Sum-of-Squares [PA14, RV06]. Summations [ND09]. Sums [BCH14, KKWO5, Sch06, VS08, WKKM06]. SUMT [An96]. Superlinear [CC99, CK00, DJV06, FIS10, GOST01, LSZ98, McS96, Sim11, YF00, EM91, KS91, MW96, ZTD92, ZTP93]. Superlinearly [Ani02, CH15, FQ96, IS02c, McS94, PS98, PS10b, QQ00, ZL03, ZCT10, CH93b, ZT93]. Support [BH15, FM03, GLHZ11, MÖ10]. Supremum [HLZ08, LN11a, MN13]. Surface [DD98, dMM10, MP14a]. Surrogate [KL97, RR15]. Survey [Luc09]. Sweeping [CP15]. Switching [YKI04]. Symmetric [BKS96, CQT03, CY10, Don14, GS07, GVJS10, HL02, JH14, JS11, KSH97, KSX08, Lim11, LY07, LN14, LSZ98, Ran06, RFNP14, SW14, Van95, Yos07, KBS93, Li93a, Man91]. Symmetric-Matrix-Valued [CQT03]. Symmetries [BDPX09]. System [BPC11, BRU97, CT06, HH06, LN05a, LN05b, LP07, Pe00a, KSW94]. Systems [AGH10, AC02, BDL07, CPS07, CLMP10a, CCH05, CEP08, Com14, CP01b, Dec00, Den97, DEAW99, EF02, Fay02, FG04a, FP97, FGG07, FG04b, GST11, HMN10, iid13, JY04, JLL09, JRJ10, Kan14, KRS11, KNT10, LW11a, LNS00, LN02, LNP08, LN14a, LN14b, NY02, NKT10, Nga15, QQ03, She14, Son06, Tol03, TP02, YM14, ZL12, ZK15, ZN05, ZW12b, Zua03, ZM06, AW93, DM94, GLT97, LL94, YG91]. Tableau [AWW09]. Tail [CCH05]. Tame [FKP10, Io09]. Tangency [VS08]. Tangent [BCS99]. Tangential [CGT0b]. Tapia [CY99]. Target [Ld02]. Task [PTY10]. Taylor [Luc95]. Team [GSG12]. Technique [CB14, DSS09, DGN12, GG08, HR12, MC05, NARS14, Nse05, ZH04]. Techniques [FdOF07, KS12, LRR98, MP14b, Kiw96]. Temperature [CF99, Fie00]. Tensor [Bou97, Don14, FS96, FP97, SC91, SVD14]. Tensor-GMRES [FP97]. Tentacles [Sch06]. Term [Cab05, NYF11, Tse98]. terminates [OL95]. Terminating [AKS00]. Terms [SVD14]. Their [GTLdS06, IK14, Kan14, MO01, MN13, RW12, dCST15, ACS14, JSC95]. Them [FFG99]. Theorem [BHKM14, DGLM14, Don12, Kas10, KB08, MP97, MST11, NT06, ZN11]. Theorems
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